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17 Lex hooks $30 million grant
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
USG CORRESPONDENT

According to an announcement
made on March 10 by President
Kathleen Waldron, a sum of $30
million has been dedicated to initiate the renovation of the 17 Lexington Avenue Building, located at the
southeast corner of Lexington and
23rd Street.
The 80-year-old building originally housed The College of the
City of New York, which was the
first free public university in the
United States. This renovation will
mark the first structural adjustment
made since its completion in 1928.
The length of time since its last
renovation should not come as
much of a shock to some. With antiquated classrooms, ill-equipped
laboratories, grimy hallways and
lack of climate control, the building is clearly a poor environment
for learning. Furthermore, 17
Lexington’s horrible condition
also puts students at risk. Reports
of glass particles in the air ducts,
mold growth in labs and classrooms, rodents running rampant,
lack of ventilation and mite-logged
SEE GOLDSTEIN PAGE 7
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The original site of the City University of New York is undergoing a major overhaul thanks to Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.

USG promotes new Federal Home Loan Bank
student fee increase CEO talks housing crisis
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
USG CORRESPONDENT

In an Undergraduate Student
Government meeting on Tuesday,
March 11, The Student Election
Review Committee granted an extension to USG so they can obtain
signatures for a proposed increase
in the student activity fee. By March
25 at 5 p.m. the Undergraduate Student Government and members of
the administration are hoping to
have collected 2,000 student signatures to support this proposed raise.
USG senators have been soliciting
students in the hopes of attaining
enough student signatures, but the
response has been minimal.
USG has been lobbying for the
fee increase to pass in order to keep
Baruch’s Health Center running.
Beth-Israel, which provides a nursing staff and services to students
(primarily international students
and those without health insurance), has been operating on a
budget given to them through the
Baruch College Association Fund.
While this concern is certainly at
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the forefront of USG’s agenda, it
is not the only concern that USG
feels needs to be addressed regarding the student activity fee. Vice
President of Student Development
Ben Corpus feels that more money
would allow Baruch to improve
other student services.
The question now is whether or
not members of USG will obtain the
required 2,000 student signatures
so that the raise can appear on the
ballot in April.
The proposed increase is looking to raise the full-time fee from
$70 to $76, the part-time fee will
be increased from $40 to $45 and
summer students will be looking
at a $12 increase, raising their fee
to $49. The additional funds are
earmarked for the Student Center
(Student Life), Athletics, Clubs,
USG and the Health Center.
Members of the USG have less
than two weeks to have students
sign off on these referendums as
the new deadline is rapidly approaching. No contingency plan
has been discussed in the event of
insufficient student signatures.

ARTS

<An exclusive
interview with
Alfred DelliBovi,
Baruch alumnus
BY ROGER GELFAND
STAFF WRITER

With the effects of the subprime
mortgage crisis dominating media’s
attention, we went to a source who
has earned national recognition
as an authority in banking, lending, housing and public finance for
our series of Baruch alumni, a joint
venture between the Baruch College Executives-on-Campus and
The Ticker. Staff writer Roger Gelfand interviewed Alfred A. DelliBovi, a Baruch College graduate with
a masters in public administration,
who is the president of the Federal
Home Loan Bank of New York.
As president, he acts as the chief
executive officer of a $100 billion
wholesale bank serving thrifts,
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Alfred A. DelliBovi, president of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of New York
savings banks, commercial banks
and credit unions. With a career
that spans over 35 years of experience, DelliBovi has been credited
with improving management and
results. He is also well known for
translating ideas into actions, a role
he excelled in while working under
Jack Kemp.
SEE DELLIBOVI PAGE10
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Gov. Spitzer
resignation
endangers
endowment
<Reported
$4 billion for
higher education
now on hold
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The CUNY/SUNY endowment
created by former Governor Eliot
Spitzer, to strengthen public higher
education, has been stopped in its
tracks after his involvement with a
prostitution ring was announced
last week.
Spitzer proposed the endowment on Wednesday, Jan. 9 in his
annual address to the Legislature,
according to The New York Times.
On Friday, March 7, Spitzer
spoke to CUNY and SUNY leaders
about his plan to give $4 billion to
public higher education, according
to Newsday. His plan was to finance
the endowment fund by leasing the
state lottery to a private company.
He proposed this idea to Albany
with pessimistic responses from
Republican lawmakers, but CUNY
and SUNY leaders and trustees
were pleased to hear of the possible
fund.
“The endowment would have
benefited CUNY in math, sciences,
business and medical research,”
said Anthony Hernandez, undergraduate student government president.
Once the scandal involving
Spitzer and a prostitution ring
broke on March 10, the possibility
of the endowment coming to life
began to fade away. The New York
governor of 14 months put aside
all of his proposals on his desk to
face the media and the end of his
career.
Immediately after hearing news
of the scandal, Hernandez still
held an optimistic view. “When he
resigns, it could spell trouble but
there are still good possibilities,”
he said. Hernandez hopes the Baruch student body will get more
involved. “We will need more support from the College in general
and we encourage them to go to
supportcuny.org and send letters
to all their representatives.”
Spitzer has said that the fund
would be about $220 million in
the first year, and would provide a
funding stream for the public universities and colleges, according to
SEE SPITZER PAGE 7
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Proposed video lounge still in limbo
<USG plans game
room renovations
after failed attempt
in fall 2005
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

It has been over two years
since the game room reopened
after lengthy renovations, and the
promises are still not fulfilled: the
walls are still bare and cubbyholes
empty.
The Undergraduate Student
Government is already planning
further renovations. The possible
new renovations that would include
the conversion of the TV room into
a video room and alterations of
the game room area are being discussed, with budget planning to
soon follow.
The first renovations were to take
place over the summer of 2005 and
the game room was scheduled to
reopen in the fall of 2005. However,
the renovations were not finished
until Nov. 28, 2005 when the game
room reopened with furniture still
to be delivered, speakers still to be
installed and other alterations to
take place over the winter break.
The Bearcat logo that was to
adorn the wall of the game room
was never painted and the video
games and game systems that were
to find their home in the cubbyholes ended up being too expensive to be purchased.
“The speakers for the radio sta-
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Students engage in recreational activities in the game room.
tion were installed. Unfortunately,
we and WBMB were having difficulty getting them hooked up to the
radio station, an installation company that we were talking about doing the work failed to ever complete
the specs for the job,” said Carl Aylman, the director of Student Life.
“Since the time of the renovation, we had some problems in the
room. Two air hockey games were
destroyed. A new foosball game
damaged. And the new pool table
underwent $1,600 worth of repairs
within the first year. We explored
the installation of video games
with a vendor, which proved to be
costly, and there wasn’t a satisfac-

tory solution to securing the games
so that they are not stolen,” Aylman
reported in an email.
Circumstances as well as funding seem to have changed over the
past few years, with USG President
Anthony Hernandez stating that
the current conversation between
the administration and USG is not
about the money, but rather about
student needs.
“I understand that USG independently has spoken to [Vice
President of Student Development
Ben] Corpus about turning the TV
lounge on the second floor into a
video game lounge,” said Aylman.
“But no work has been done on de-

Botman to be president of USM
BY MEGAN LAW
STAFF WRITER

Dr. Selma Botman, executive
vice chancellor for academic affairs
and the University Provost at the
City University of New York, has accepted the position of president of
the University of Southern Maine,
effective July 1.
This is Botman’s fourth year at
CUNY. She said that she chose to
work for the CUNY system because
“I was and still am drawn to its mission.”
Botman has also served as vice
president for academic affairs at
the University of Massachusetts,
special assistant to the chancellor
of the University of Massachusetts
Lowell, and as a tenured professor
at the College of Holy Cross.
Botman has had many outstanding accomplishments. In particular, she said, “I am very proud
of having brought online education
to CUNY, developing the Campaign
for Student Success, the Teacher
Academy, the Accelerated Study in
Associate Programs [and] working
on the reform of doctoral education
in the sciences.” Botman also had
many outstanding memories from
her career. She said that, “CUNY
has a treasure trove of faculty, wonderful students and committed
staff. I especially enjoyed teaching
at CCNY and the Graduate Center.”
Botman was recommended for
the job of President of USM. She
says that, “I need to learn more
about USM before proceeding” to
institute any plans or strategies at
the college.
Before she leaves, Botman will
assist in drafting the final form of

MAIN.EDU

Dr. Selma Botman, executive vice
chancellor for academic affiars for CUNY.
the new Master Plan, which will be
reviewed by the Board of Trustees
at the June board meeting.
In his letter to Botman, Chancellor Matthew Goldstein wrote
that, “I have very mixed feelings
about your leaving. First and foremost, I am saddened, for the past
four years, your work has been exemplary, and both the University
and I owe you a tremendous debt
of gratitude.”
He continues, “You will be
sorely missed. On the other hand,
as I have said to you on many occasions, the people whose work I
value should be given opportunities to do new and exciting things.
In that regard, I am very happy for
you and wish you all the success
you deserve in your future presidency … I look forward to working

with you as you complete your very
successful tenure at CUNY.”
Goldstein said, “It has been a
wonderful experience to work in
partnership with you over the past
four years; it will be a time that will
always remain happy in my memory. Thank you for your outstanding
contributions to the University and
its wishes.”
According to Charles DeCicco,
at the Office of University Relations, “Chancellor Goldstein has
announced that he intends to designate Dr. Alexandra W. Logue as
interim executive vice chancellor
for academic affairs and university
Provost upon Dr. Botman’s departure.
Dr. Logue has been Special Advisor to the Chancellor and Associate University Provost at CUNY
since 2006. The Chancellor will be
making a formal recommendation
of Dr. Logue to the Board of Trustees.”
CUNY Newswire lists Logue’s
qualifications as follows: “A Harvard trained behavioral scientist
whose research area is learning
and motivation, Dr. Logue has extensive leadership and teaching experience in higher education. From
2001 to 2006 she was Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
at New York Institute of Technology.
From 1995 to 2001 she was Dean
of the Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences at Baruch College/CUNY.
Dr. Logue joined the faculty of the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook in 1978, where she rose
to become associate dean of social
and behavioral sciences and chair
of the department of psychology.”

signing or securing the necessary
equipment to my knowledge.”
Jim Lloyd, assistant vice president for campus operations, confirmed that some planning was taking place. “I believe my department
is working with several students
to help define the scope of work,”
Lloyd said. “Once our students develop the needs, my team will work
with the students on specifying furniture choices, colors, etc.”
Harry Melo, vice president of
campus affairs for USG, declined to
comment stating that the planning
“is still in its very early stages” and
that [USG is] still not sure if the renovation is possible. Melo referred to
the video game lounge as a dream
yet to be realized. Rezwana Rahim
of USG, also in charge of The TV
Room renovation, and Corpus were
unavailable for comment.
According to Hernandez, the
main idea behind the renovation
of the TV room is to create a muchneeded additional location to congregate and not be kicked out of.
The TV room was chosen because it
has been underutilized in the past,
and instead of being open to the
students it was frequently closed.
“The idea would be [to] have a
permanent location for students
to congregate in and have a sense
of community in,” said Hernandez, who hopes that the room will
be furnished with four large TV
screens, different video game systems and video games.
The main issue that has resurfaced during the open meetings
was security, claimed Sean Perryman, a USG senator. Hernandez

and Perryman both stated that students admitted to possibly stealing
the games if presented with the opportunity. USG has yet to figure out
a security system to be put in place.
One of the options that is being
considered is a system similar to
that used in the library for renting
out laptops.
Further plans include renovations to the club area, including
reconstructing certain walls to create more convenient infrastructure
to distribute more space, fixing up
ventilation and Internet connection. The renovations will be able to
take place during the summer if the
funding comes through.
“I can’t guarantee this summer
it will be done, but I am being extremely vocal about it,” stated Hernandez.
When asked about the time
constraint and the possibility of
renovation delays, such as the ones
Baruch faced with the game room
reopening, Hernandez stated that it
should not be an issue if the college
makes this renovation their top priority. According to him, the school
must do it quickly, so as not to start
a school year without club area.
This would be undesirable since
it is one of the few places at Baruch
where students freely congregate.
Hernandez said that he has warned
the administration not to attempt
these renovations if they cannot
finish it in timely fashion and suggested that if they go through with
it that they alert the clubs about
the situation. The clubs might have
to vacate the area for the summer
break.

BREAKING

NEWS

The May 2008 Commencement mailing has been
lost for over 7,000 graduation candidates. The
mailing included:
• commencement instructions
• cap and gown order forms
• guest ticket requests
The forms and instructions were delivered to the
mailroom on Thursday, Feb. 28 and have not been
located since.
The deadline to file the forms is March 31.
Instructions and forms are available at baruch.
cuny.edu/stulife.
For full coverage, visit theticker.org.
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Vendors vie for Baruch’s appetite
<Other vendors
compete for
Metropolitan Food
Service’s contract
BY NGA VU
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch College’s cafeteria may
house a new food vendor next academic year.
As the five-year contract with the
current food vendor, Metropolitan
Food Service, is coming to an end,
a new vendor selection committee
has been formed to help select the
next vendor for the cafeteria on behalf of the Baruch community.
The vendor selection committee, consisting of three students,
two professors and two administrators, had its first meeting two weeks
ago to review initial bids. Out of the
11 vendors that came to visit Baruch campus, six submitted bids,
including Metropolitan.
The deadline for the vendors to
submit their bids was Thursday,
Feb. 28. The selection committee
then arranged a visit to the vendor’s
current location to evaluate the
food and environment and decide
if they would be a good fit.
Dario Quinsac, from the office
of the USG Treasurer and a student
member of the committee, said
that he hopes to help select a reliable vendor who can provide Baruch with good service and a large
variety of food.
The bidding vendors all have
previous experience working with
public institutions such as colleges and hospitals. Quinsac says he
would like to see a vendor who can
adapt well to the clientele and who
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In an attempt to maintain business with the school, Metropolitan now accepts MasterCard and Visa credit cards.
can “make the students come back
to the cafeteria.”
The selection committee will
rate the vendor by points on four
categories: quality and reference,
technical aspect of the bid, revenue
and a site visit.
A decision will be made by the
end of spring between May and
June, according to Carl Aylman, director of Student Life.
If there is a change in vendor,
the new food vendor will move in
during summer and be ready to
serve Baruch students in the fall.
The new contract will require
the vendor to accept credit cards,
unlike the current contract, where

acceptance of credit card is optional. Metropolitan’s recent addition
of credit card payment was made
possible by lobbying efforts from
USG. Currently, to be able pay with
a credit card, you must purchase
items totaling $5 or more.
The vendors visited Baruch to
assess the amount of business they
could do in the cafeteria. Despite
having 15,000 students, Baruch is
not a highly competitive location
for food business.
There are many low-priced restaurants around the school that offer decent food. The huge competition from the neighborhood makes
Baruch less attractive to vendors.

“If Baruch were in the middle
of nowhere with no restaurant and
the school cafeteria were the only
place to eat, the situation would
have been different,” says Aylman.
Another problem is that the design of the cafeteria is “very laborintensive.” There has to be at least
one person manning each food station at all times.
This is a legacy from the architecture of the building. The vendor
may have to redesign the cafeteria
to cut down the cost of hiring.
The Auxiliary Enterprise Corp, a
non-profit organization that manages Baruch’s facilities such as food
service, fitness center and vend-
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A new sign specified the new policy.
ing machines, among many other
things, oversees the selection process. The organization reached out
to nearly 60 vendors to get the six
bids. The vendor will pay Baruch a
percentage of gross sales. The payment will go toward commencement, furniture and equipment at
Baruch.
The Metropolitan Food Service
has been at Baruch since 2002, one
year after the Vertical Campus was
opened, for the original five-year
contract and a one-year extension.
All other details regarding the
bidders and the selection process
are kept confidential.
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Live@Baruch to be WBMB damaged but undefeated
official on March 22
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN

MANAGING EDITOR

BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

After a slight delay, Live@Baruch, Baruch’s new e-mail system,
will be making the official crossover
from Webmail on Saturday, March
22 at 9 p.m. The new e-mail system
has been up and running for some
time, it will become Baruch’s official mail system this weekend.
Christian Keck, director of student computing in the Baruch
Computing and Technology Center, noted that at 9 p.m. “We will
be putting together a redirector.
Any e-mail that is sent to that older
account, the webmail account, automatically gets redirected to your
Live@Baruch, the mail account,” he
said.
Not only will the new e-mails be
forwarded but the BCTC will “synchronize [the system] with CUNY’s
portal and CUNY’s Blackboard,”
said Keck. “If a professor sends you
an e-mail on Sunday or even late
Saturday night after the redirectors
go into action, those e-mails will
automatically be forwarded to your
baruch mail account.”
Keck noted that BCTC has been
marketing the system heavily; they
have posted announcements on
Blackboard, asked faculty to remind their students in class and
passed out flyers at student events,
in addition to the regular e-mail reminders in Webmail. “We attended
a graduate student meeting and the
graduate social where we passed
out flyers and spoke really quickly,”
said Keck. “Then we’ve done some
activities on Facebook, we posted a
small little flyer.
We hope to pass out flyers next
week as well.” He also mentioned
that two e-mails will be going out to
the student body this week informing everyone about the crossover.
“Another e-mail will go out after 9
p.m. [on Saturday, March 22] letting
them know that this is no longer the

official e-mail system for Baruch
College so you wont be receiving
e-mails anymore to this account,”
said Keck.
The redirectors will be in effect
until June 1. After that, “we will be
pulling the redirectors down. The
old webmail system will be shut
down and will no longer be in existence,” said Keck. He and Arthur
Downing, chief information officer
of the BCTC, stressed that students
should forward all their old e-mails
to the new system as well as inform
employers, friends and family of
the new address before June 1. Forwarding instructions are available
on the BaruchMail website.
Both Keck and Downing stated
they do not know how many students have signed up. However,
the results of surveys dispensed
look promising. “We’ve been doing
surveys within the labs during peak
times both [during] club hours
and evenings, so we are seeing a
fairly high percentage of students
responding, ‘Yes, I’m aware of it,
Yes, I’ve signed up,’” declared Keck.
Downing added, “As of last week,
it was past 60 percent that have already gone into their accounts.”
So far, the only problems that
the new system had encountered
have been with students that have
changed their name. Students that
marry, divorce or change their legal
name have been facing problems
logging into their new account.
Keck said, “We’ve been trying to
work out a process with them. Let’s
get you up and running successfully and then after that we can work
on your name changes.”
Downing stressed, “It’s very important that if [students] have questions or concerns about the way it
works, they need to call the [BCTC]
help desk and solve those things.”
The BCTC help desk will be open
and fully staffed on Sunday, March
23 to deal with issues that students,
faculty or staff may have.

The transmitter, which broadcasts WBMB “The Biz” Baruch
College’s radio station, has been
broken for over two months, forcing the station to rely on Internet
broadcasts to reach students.
The transmitter, which broke in
the beginning of January, is essential for WBMB to broadcast on its
FM frequency, 87.9. Gina Alioto,
general manager of WBMB, contacted Ron Keyes, a Baruch technician within Buildings and Grounds,
about the defective transmitter.
Keyes informed Alioto that a London-based company, Broadcast
Warehouse, could replace it.
Alioto has helped WBMB lumber on without this crucial piece of
equipment. “The staff has been focusing on delivering quality broadcasts, so we’ll be ready when we do
go back on FM, such as the on-air

workshop we had with the Sirius
panelists, “She said, referring to a
workshop Sirius Radio hosted for
“The Biz” staff in early March.
Alioto explained her frustration.
The previous transmitter was eightyears-old, and Baruch had not performed yearly maintenance checks
on their equipment. Keyes assured
Alioto that the transmitter should
be arriving to Baruch soon.
According to Alioto, the first staff
members affected by the downed
transmitter were the hosts of
“Sports Buzz on The Biz.” They were
airing their first live broadcast of a
Baruch Bearcats basketball game
in order to promote the upcoming
Battle of Lexington. Without the
transmitter, the sports hosts had to
improvise and broadcast via the Internet only.
The real setback for Baruch’s
sole radio station is that they can no
longer broadcast within the Vertical
Campus’ cafeteria. Throughout the

day, “The Biz” can be heard in the
background as students enjoy their
lunch. A further disappointment
for WBMB is that the radio station
has never been broadcasted within
The Game Room, even though repeated promises have been made
by the Office of Student Life.
WBMB has concentrated on the
online broadcasts, especially since
it allows them to have a limitless
broadcast range, whereas the transmitter only allows broadcast within
the vicinity of the Vertical Campus.
“On the bright side, it’s our online streaming that has kept us
motivated, and since May of 2007
we’ve nearly tripled our listeners.
We’re organized, motivated, fullstaffed, professional - and yet we’re
not even broadcasting in our own
college,” said Alioto.
Alioto hopes to have the station
up and running again on 87.9 FM.
Until then listeners can tune in at
wbmbradio.com.
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CUNY turns eco-friendly
BY LEAH ARONOVA
ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER

The City University of New
York’s Sustainability Coalition is
a student-led organization that
encourages student initiatives to
develop sustainable practices that
benefit their campuses. According
to their website, greencuny.org, the
Coalition’s mission is for “students
and affiliates from all 23 campuses
[to] organize, take action and share
ideas to forward the endeavor.” A
recent blog entry on greencuny.
org was a reposting of CUNY’s recent newsletter, discussing major
sustainability projects and cutting
edge research done by CUNY faculty.
Last June, CUNY and eight other
universities accepted Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s call to cut
their emissions by 30 percent. The
recent newsletter titled “CUNY
Matters,” was aimed at educating
students about its efforts on going
green. The efforts include reducing
greenhouse emissions by a third,
construction of more “green” buildings and laboratory research.
CUNY is the city’s biggest collegiate member with 23 campuses
and 280 buildings. It has already
started reducing consumption of
oil, gas and electricity. In addition,
10 percent of its needs for electricity come from wind generation. In
research laboratories, CUNY scientists are seeking ways to help
reduce our negative impacts on
the environment, including building better batteries for electric cars,
purifying sewage sludge and turning algae into biofuel.
Over the last decade CUNY has
invested $110 million in upgrading
its physical plant at sites including

GREENCUNY.ORG

Hunter, York and City Colleges. Now
the University is gradually adding
solar power. A science lab at Bronx
Community College already runs
off a solar- powered roof. Keyspan
will provide a 100-kilowatt roof for
a computer lab at LaGuardia Community College, and a 51-kilowatt
array for Kingsborough Community College.
CUNY’s first eco-friendly science building will be at Lehman
College, with additional “green”
science buildings on the drawing board for City College and a
replacement for Roosevelt Hall at
Brooklyn College. In addition, renovation of Baruch College’s 17 Lexington building could start as early
as the fall 2009, said Assistant Vice
President for Campus Orientations
Jim Lloyd. Baruch is shooting for a
more efficient, innovative interior
design while preserving classic architectural features and installing
skylights to bring in natural light,
he said.
CUNY has also pushed for green
research. City College Chemistry

Professor Teresa J. Bandosz, using
pyrolysis (heating at high temperatures in an inert atmosphere), converts sludge into clean fuel gases of
hydrogen sulfide, a first step leading to pure hydrogen, an environmentally friendly power source.
Juergen Polle, an associate professor at Brooklyn College, is working, under an Air Force contract,
to isolate new microalgae strains
for making jet fuel. According to
him, microscopic algae found in
ponds could be cheaper than ethanol made from corn. He adds that
micro-algae “can produce much
higher levels of biofuels than other
plants.” Moreover, unlike corn, micro-algae can grow in salty water,
without pesticides.
Hunter College Physics Professor Steven Greenbaum has aimed
his research towards improving
batteries for NASA projects and
implantable cardiac defibrillators
with the ultimate goal of extending
the range and lifecycle of electric
cars when cheaper battery materials will be depleted.

Blackman: female rap superstar

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

Toni Blackman, hip-hop ambassador, performer, and writer addressed students on Thursday, March 13.
BY TAMEKA A. VASQUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday, March 13, the
NY Music Industry Association
and Hip-Hop 201 introduced the
Baruch community to an international champion of Hip-Hop culture in honor of Women’s History
Month. Professor of Sociology, Anthropology and Black Studies here
at Baruch, Kyra Gaunt met hip-hop
ambassador, performer and writer,
Toni Blackman at a Julliard workshop four years ago. She admired
Blackman’s “charm, vision and
entrepreneurship” and decided to
have her co-host the event, “The
Female Rap Superstar: Past, Present and Future.”
An alumnus of Howard University, Blackman made it her lifegoal from age 10 to become a great
speaker. Soon enough, she fell in
love with the art of freestyle and
used it as her driving force in social
entrepreneurship in the community. She hosted cipher events in her
latter years at Howard where she

intended on creating safe havens
for artists. At “The Female Rap Superstar,” we participated in a mockcipher where we freestyled on different topics from war to dreams to
winter. She showed atendees the
importance of improvisation as the
best way to learn how to think on
your feet, a skill that she says will
take you from school to the streets
to the business world.
When asked why she has not
aimed at fame, Blackman said
that in the late 1990s she actually
shopped around music record labels and after having door after
door shut in her face, she decided
to “focus on the art and maintain
my principles” and is very content
with her life now. “I am Hip-Hop,”
she said. Blackman noted she did
not have to prove anything to the
world and said “Your only competition is yourself.” Her success
has not been stifled, as she’s since
then shared stages with the likes of
Erykah Badu, Mos Def, the Roots
and Common. She has embarked
on numerous projects with high

schools and colleges, been featured in several magazines and has
been acknowledged by BET, VH1,
AOL and FOX News. Blackman has
also traveled to over 20 countries
spreading her gospel.
Blackman was extremely personable and students shared some
experiences and laughs. “Wow,”
was all sophomore Katerra Billy
could say after the event, “It was so
involved. Toni’s so energetic and
positive.” A student from Gaunt’s
class, Daniela Brandao, came to
simply learn more and felt that
Blackman was very “warm and interesting.”
As the event concluded, Blackman emphasized that only ten percent of hip-hop culture is actually
shown on television, magazines
and newspapers. Commercial hiphop has become an industry where
“you fake it till you make it,” she
says, and many of today’s artists
are simply “afraid to say what they
truly think.” Instead, they hide behind the exterior of the images we
are given.
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Baruch voiced up in Albany

Campus Briefs

BY JANA KASPERKEVIC

COMPILED
BY MICHAEL
WURSTHORN

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

MANAGING EDITOR

“Take Action, Get Involved,”
posters for supportcuny.org urge
Baruch Students to take part in a
campaign to ensure CUNY’s budget. As New York State faces shortfalls in its budget, Baruch is fighting
for its fair share. Student representatives, including USG President Anthony Hernandez and Vice
President of Legislative Affairs Sean
Perryman, take this fight seriously
and ensure that students are heard
as far as Albany by testifying in front
of the New York State Commission
on Higher Education (CHE).
Perryman, who went up to Albany as recently as Monday, March
10, pointed out that while testifying
is simple, it is also crucial because
it enhances Baruch’s profile. He
stated that they testify in order to
“make sure that the commission
understands the concerns of the
Baruch students, express our support for CUNY Compact [and] we
also express our support for more
funding for Baruch.”
Testimonies range from three to
five minutes and are followed with
occasional questions. During this
time students present their written statement to the committee
and give a short speech focusing on
their main issues. Both Perryman
and Hernandez feel that Baruch
students do well when testifying,
seeing as they have received positive feedback from legislators and
administration and are often called
back for more testimonies.
In order to prepare for his testimony and to determine the issues
to focus on, Hernandez considered
priorities established by student
development, USG, student life and
Baruch’s Master Plan. Hernandez
feels that the testifying in front of
CUNY representatives, the Chancellor and the CHE is important in
raising Baruch’s status inside CUNY

•

•

•

Instructions and cap and
gown order forms are
available for download:
baruch.cuny.edu/stulife.
The deadline to file is
Monday, March 31.
The Spring 2008 Sidney
Harman Writer-in-Residence, Charles Simic, will
be speaking on Tuesday,
March 18, 5:45 p.m. in
the Library Building’s 7th
Floor Conference Center.
The Cinema Society
is continuing weekly
screenings with thriller
“Infernal Affairs” by Waikeung Lau and Siu Fai
Mak on Tuesday, March
18, at 12:30 p.m. in Room
NVC 5-165.

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

USG Briefs

USG representatives pose with Sen. Charles E. Schumer.
as well as increasing its involvement
in the political procedure. After all,
the political system is supposed to
work for public schools.
CHE was established by former
Governor Eliot Spitzer on May 29,
2007 to examine long term policy
issues facing higher education in
the state of New York. The Commission’s executive summary, released
in December 2007, stated, “The
Commission identified a backlog
of over $5 billion in critical maintenance for facilities at SUNY and
CUNY, and has recommended a
strategy for the State to manage its
way out of this problem over the
next decade, with a new capital
budgeting methodology that systematically addresses critical maintenance.”
On Monday, March 10, CUNY
Chancellor Goldstein dedicated

$30 million to initiate the renovation of the Lawrence and Eris Field
Building, also known as 17 Lex. Hernandez admitted to making 17 Lex,
along with the CUNY Compact, his
top priorities when testifying. In its
executive summary, the Commission further recommended enacting the New York State Compact,
claiming that it “will profoundly
improve financing of SUNY and
CUNY on an ongoing basis.”
Hernandez, who is involved in
the planning stages of Baruch’s new
Master Plan, stated that the plan
might include items such as student center, dorm and further renovations. According to the CUNY
Significant Statistic report as of fall
2007, compared to other CUNY
schools such as Staten Island College with 8,886,240 and Queens
College with 3,354,120 square feet,

Baruch has a very small campus.
Baruch’s square footage of 143,788
is only larger than the area occupied by the CUNY Law and Graduate Center.
By continuous testifying, letter
writing campaign, writing to the Albany newspapers and visiting legislators’ offices, Hernandez hopes
to plant seeds that will enable this
future master plan be realized.
“We are, I am not going to say
above the rest, but we definitely
have an advantage. Because this
year CUNY saw how serious we are
about it and how good we are at
telling our stories and making Baruch and CUNY compelling thing
that everyone wants to invest in.
And a lot of CUNY and legislators
resonate with that,” stated Hernandez.

COMPILED BY WILL BATAGLIA
USG CORRESPONDENT

•

•

•

•

New Dean of Weissman
was announced; the
name will be released
some time this week.
Thinkfast Competition
scheduled for April 3 in
Multipurpose room (1107) at 7 p.m. USG will be
taking donations.
USG has agreed to put up
$5000 of the $13,000 to finance the Intercollegiate
Women’s Conference.
Discounted tickets to see
hip-hop artist Talib Kweli
at Hunter College on May
2 may be provided by
USG.
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Goldstein provides
renovation money

Spitzer funding on hold

ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
carpeting all aggravate respiratory
problems.
When Baruch freshman Mohammed Kamal was asked why
he is putting off required science
courses, he said, “They are in the
23rd Street building. I have asthma
and I can hardly breathe over there.
Plus, I have to take two wardrobes
to school because it’s always too
hot or two cold, and if I put any of
my stuff on the floor, it’s automatically covered with dirt.”
Being the second largest building, 17 Lexington is home to almost
all of the classes that aren’t situated
in the Vertical Campus Building.
This means that there are only two
buildings for over 15,000 students
and hundreds of professors.
“Baruch has one of the lowest
square foot per student allocations
in New York State. This affects everything from application rates, to
student retention, to graduation
rates, and more importantly, general morale of the student body,”
says Sean Perryman, vice president
of legislative affairs in the Undergraduate Student Government.
Announcement of the decision
was divulged on behalf of CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.
The source of the financial support
comes from contractual state subsidies, which are allocated among
CUNY schools. However, it was the
chancellor who made the final decision that 17 Lexington should be
given priority in this year’s budget.
Earlier this year, former governor Eliot Spitzer decided to cut $2
billion from CUNY’s budget, which
put the project on hold. The diligent efforts of administrators and

CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.
students helped remedy the budget
gap for Baruch.
“This is significant for Baruch
because our students deserve stateof-the-art classroom space with
modern technology. We also want
to provide more space for our faculty and students to meet, to study
and to enjoy the college,” said Waldron via e-mail.
An official statement from Baruch’s chief communications officer, Carol Abrams, also extended
gratitude to Executive Vice Chancellor Allan Dobrin, Vice Chancellor Ernesto Malave and Vice Chancellor Iris Weinshall. Preliminary
proposals were released for the 17
Lexington layout, but details are
sketchy.
It has been said that the members of CUNY could be considered
“The Public Ivys,” and Baruch exemplifies this moniker. Financial aid
last year was awarded to a stellar 69
percent of admitted students and
graduation rates are up 22 percent
over the last decade. Baruch also
amasses annual commendations
from the likes of U.S. News & World
Report, Consumer Reports, Princeton Review, The Wall Street Journal
and Entrepreneur Magazine.

MYSPACE.COM

GUARDIAN.CO.UK

Governor Eliot Spitzer’s, right, involvement with Ashley Alexandra Dupré has endangered $4 billion in proposed funding.
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
the Democratic Chronicle. It was estimated to grow to over $6 billion in
10 years and generate $330 million
in revenue.
CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein believed the endowment would be critical for SUNY
and CUNY to reach the pinnacle
of where other great universities in
the United States are at, according
to Newsday.
On Wednesday, March 12, when
Spitzer resigned about 48 hours
after apologizing for his unethical

actions the endowment seemed to
have become a forgotten dream.
“I had guarded optimism on
the endowment in the first place
because of its involvement of lottery money,” said Sean Perryman,
USG vice-president of legislative
affairs. “It is unofficially dead now,
although I would still like for it to
happen.”
Hernandez keeps a more positive outlook on the situation, hoping the endowment plan will be put
back on the table between now and
November, in time for election season. “College students have a major

part in elections now and will add
to the chances [of ] the plan coming
back,” Hernandez said.
Being overshadowed by Spitzer’s
scandal and Lt. Governor David
Paterson making history as the
first African-American to become
governor of New York on Monday,
March 17, there is no certainty as
to what will happen to the CUNY/
SUNY endowment plan.
“Patterson is a supporter of
CUNY. Hopefully, he will be talking
to CUNY grads and the plan will be
reinforced,” Hernandez said.
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Did you know . . .
Just one day after news of the Spitzer scandal, T-shirts reading “Client #9” are already available online? Tell us what you think at oped@theticker.org.

Leave drama out of politics
CAITLIN HANNON
It is no wonder that people are uninterested in getting into politics these days. There is
a strange counterbalance between speeches
emphasizing ethical behavior, transparent
government and others, given by the same
officials, declare admissions of crime, corruption and immorality. With last week’s
discovery of former Gov. Eliot Spitzer’s indiscretions and subsequent resignation, I am
forced to ask myself why I am so interested in
a field that constantly produces such disappointments.
I would go so far as to say that the vast
majority of people I know have never been
involved with an indiscretion of this kind,
and yet the people in whom we trust to effectively manage our government and economy
seem to regularly be caught in these circles.
I am not a proponent of allowing a person’s
personal choices rule my political support of
him or her, but when a person who is trusted
as the head of a certain branch of government
breaks that trust by committing an illegal action, I am forced to question what other illegal choices they would be willing to make.
So, what comes first: the corruption and
then the political career, or does the nature
of living a political life lead one to such an
ego boost that it leads him to believe he is
“above the law?” In my mind, a life dedicated
to public service is one of sacrifice, not of
personal gain and recognition. Those who
desire to give so much to their community
must also realize the scrutiny under which
they will live, and be willing to undergo that
scrutiny for the good of the community. This
also means that his or her decisions must
constantly come from a place of discretion,
choosing actions based on what is best for
the community.
My greatest fear when something like
this takes place is that it will add more fuel
to the argument that politics are corrupt and
there is nothing we, as citizens, can do about
it. The nature of politics does not have to entirely involve power battles or an “Old Boys’

ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD WU I THE TICKER

Club” notion of looking the other way. I feel
we must look more closely, have more understanding and become more active in our
citizenship in order to create a greater network of knowledgeable participants in our
government.
Perhaps I am an idealist, but I hope and
believe that the number of politicians who

very deeply care about how their behavior affects their communities far outweighs those
who are only trying to climb the power ladder. I do not expect politicians to be perfect,
but I do expect them to make personal choices with as much discretion as they do public
ones — such is, or should be, the life of a politician. Leave the drama to Britney Spears.

Scandal affects CUNY
SEAN PERRYMAN
Recently, I had the opportunity to travel
up to Albany to lobby. With the guidance of
Eric Lugo, director of government and community relations, and David Birdsell, dean of
the school of public affairs, I was optimistic
on our chances of success.
One of the minor items on our agenda was
an endowment plan that promised $4 billion
to SUNY and CUNY. At the start of the day, it
was a minor bullet point on the agenda. By
the end of the afternoon, all that was left was
to write the endowment’s epitaph.
Unbeknownst to anyone, we were arriving moments prior to what will probably be
the largest scandal in Albany this decade.
Former Gov. Eliot Spitzer, or Client 9 as he is
now known, was already unpopular in many
corners of Albany for his arrogant, bull-dog
approach to politics. But by the end of last
Monday, his political career was reduced to a
wiki-entry and reflections of what could have
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been. Along with his career went any chance
for the endowment that he proposed.
Rather than lament on the shortcomings
and stupidity of our now former governor, I
would instead like to briefly describe what
was lost with the death of the endowment.
According to the Council on Higher Education’s Final Report, “The State lacks a coherent approach to financing public higher
education.” This stems from the fact that the
financing of SUNY and CUNY is dependent
on two things: a good economic year and/or
the abilities of SUNY and CUNY representatives to beg and scrape for funds, with the
success of one of the institutions often coming at the expense of the other.
Politicians lack the will to even make modest tuition increases out of fear of a public
backlash. CUNY and SUNY administrations
face the challenge of suggesting an increase
without being accused of trying to privatize
our school and/or exclude significant segments of New York.
This leaves CUNY and SUNY schools stuck
in the same predicament every year. We have
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to turn to legislators who historically under-invest in CUNY or fight each other over
possible tuition increases that will not be enacted until the price of inflation make them
irrelevant.
The Endowment Plan, a permanent and
steady stream of revenue, would have provided $220 million in its first year alone to
each college. These funds would have allowed CUNY, at the very least, to compete
with other public institutions. Comparing the
size of our current endowment per full-time
student with the endowment of other public
schools, one understands how far we have
fallen behind. Florida, Pennsylvania, California and Illinois each have endowment plans
that provide over $19,000 for each student in
their schools. New York State has a pathetic
$5,000 per student.
Although I realize the problems with having an endowment funded through a regressive tax like the lottery, some type of endowment needs to be discussed in order for New
York to have any real chance of competing in
the field of higher education.
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Hockey, snow and
maple syrup
Although pages and pages have been
written on last week’s Spitzer scandal,
one major underlying issue has remained unexplored: am I the only one to
have noticed what a commodity women
seem to have become or how easily they
are objectified?
Maybe it’s because
I am a woman. Or it’s
because, when I turned
the page from Spitzer’s
mess in last Tuesday’s
Metro and landed on
a story about women
who get raped in Con- MARIANE ST-MAURICE
go, something inside
Opinion Editor
me snapped.
The Congo issue, of which many versions have happened in too many countries, is easily overlooked by people on
this side of the world. Maybe the distance makes it easier for our consciences to be at peace. After all, we’re not
concerned by such issues here; we pay
those women. How is that better?
I was repulsed by people who reacted
to the Spitzer story as if there was nothing wrong with it. What about all those
women who are constantly reduced to
objects? People pay to rent their bodies,
just like people who rent cars or bikes.
They pay for the time and performance.
Whatever happened to treating people
as human beings? Then again, world
history shows there’s always been a
problem with that.
“But she was consenting,’’ you might
say. That does not make it better. On the
contrary: can you imagine what those
girls have gone through to get to a point
in their lives where they see it as a normal thing to sell their bodies?
Kristen, Client 9’s pretty brunette,
told her boss, “I know what my purpose
is,’’ after being warned that some things
asked of her might not be “safe.’’ How
sad is it that she has stooped so low as a
person to think that is her only purpose,
— her contribution to society — is her
body; at a high price, of course.
This problem goes back so far that
it gets dizzying. Women’s portrayal as
objects starts with, I am sad to say, the
media. The music videos and giant ads,
trickles down to society: “dancing’’ at
parties (can someone tell me when rubbing your ass on a guy’s crotch became
dancing?); staring at, leering and commenting on women in the streets. Why
is it so hard for women to be accepted as
human beings who have so much more
to offer than their bodies?
Then again, women deserve part of
the blame. So many have lowered their
standards and stooped to some men’s
level that all women are dragged down
and struggle for a way up.
It goes from women creating and ‘’attending,’’ to merely condoning events
like “Steak, Beer, Blow Job & Shut the
Fuck Up Day’’ on Facebook. It’s those
women who let men use them for pleasure and at their own convenience because they think they can’t do better.
You can. And if this column serves
any purpose, let it be to make you, men
and women, reflect on how women are
treated, and raise those standards.
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Baruch lacks ethics
DAVID CHOWES
One of the missions of a university is to instill values in its students. Each year, I receive many
e-mails from deans and administrators about academic integrity
– a tactic to prevent students from
cheating, as cheating is quite widespread. But this is inconsistent with
the manner in which the administration and others eat their own.
I was hired as an adjunct at Baruch 25 years ago, at the age of 40.
About two years ago, my course
load began to lessen: no summer
assignments and this term, just one
three-credit course – down from at
least six credits.
Realizing my predicament, I politely contacted the new chair four
times, but no response. I finally met
with him months later, but though
he apologized he never answered
my questions. And the four-month
delay forced me to plan my future
with inadequate information: literally tens of thousands of dollars!
The present chair seems to play

to one constituency: “the suits” upstairs. Since I have no tenure, in his
mind, I count for nothing. I can’t do
anything for him.
During his tenure, my student
evaluations have been the highest they have ever been. It looks
to me as though he, or the people
upstairs, want me out, as well as at
least two or more other adjuncts.
We are being replaced by teaching assistants, who are much
cheaper. For years, I’ve asked some
of my students which courses and
professors they had previously had.
When T.A.’s are mentioned, the typical description is that they knew
little and, when asked a question to
which they didn’t know the answer,
they would become defensive, angry and arrogant.
Sadly, it seems that the typical relationship between college
staff members, both at Baruch and
other CUNY colleges, could be described as playing Frisbee with razor blades.

Reality TV:
a societal virus
JUSTIN FRITZE
Waking from an otherwise
pleasant dream, I heard a voice jabbering out of the television about
“how in love they were” and how
they had “never felt this sort of connection.”
Despite the urge to remove the
set from the wall and send it hurtling down to the street below, I
listened for another minute or two
before becoming so enraged that I
sent a stapler right through the center of the screen.
The
program,
as I later learned,
was called “That’s
Amore” and is an
insult to the intelligence of anyone
with a brain cell
count higher than
two.
MTV now hosts
11 “reality-based”
shows, and watching them for any
longer than five
minutes has been
known to cause
massive
seizures
and brain hemorrhages that even
Sean Paul or dancehall music in general could never
compete with.
Reality TV is
becoming such a
hideous beast that
even Flavor Flav,
former member of
little remembered group Public Enemy, has been engulfed. Flav has
become such a media whore that
whatever message Public Enemy
had has now been washed over
by The Surreal Life, Strange Love,
Flavor of Love, Charm School, and
I Love New York, which I believe
has its own spin-off in the works,
rumored to be titled “The guy from
the show that came from the show
Flavor Flav was on.”
What we have is an entire generation of pseudo-culture, with
nothing actually happening except
a strange sideshow of babbling societal warts, whose only purpose is
to “find love,” but only if the cameras are on. To actually determine
what the real societal value of figures such as Tila Tequila, Tiffany
Pollard, Christopher Knight or Bret
Michaels would be so maddening
that it would cause a large number
of research institutes to close their
doors for good, with a good lot of

participants going stark raving mad
through the streets.
Has this generation already
begun a lifelong descent into the
vicarious living of others? Have
we already fallen into the trap and
believe that “American Idol” actually has anything to do with music
making, except for the cold reality that anyone participating in the
series is nothing more than a good
voice in need of a songwriter, producer and public
relations firm?
Would the Beatles have been
written off in the
21st century? No,
of course not,
they would have
been into their
fifth reality series by now, with
John and Yoko
having a lovely
spin off from the
original Beatles
show, and Ringo
having his own
series in which
he starts his own
band.
But of course
we can’t put the
past in the context of the present,
because
there are a large
number of factors that are inherently different today.
Reality television, as it stands
today, is the proud banner of the
New Dumb. They are a strange
breed with a keen sense of observation, who could tell you about the
latest arrest of Lindsay Lohan, but
couldn’t tell you who the attorney
general is. They can provide you
with a very in depth evaluation of
the girls from Rock of Love, but cannot be troubled with such issues
as social security reform, environmental awareness (save for An Inconvenient Truth) or Medicare (like
doctors and stuff ).
It was once said that “The only
thing needed for evil to prosper is
for good men to do nothing.” Looking at an administration that has
an entire generation hooked on the
gradual degradation of others while
exacting some strange twisted
pleasure out of watching celebrities
in rehab, I wouldn’t exactly call it
“nothing.” But it is very close.

“Would the Beatles
have been written
off in the 21st
century? No, they
would have been
into their fifth
reality series by
now, with John
and Yoko having
a lovely spin-off
from the original
Beatles show.”
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DelliBovi discusses subprimes
BY ROGER GELFAND

off, the number is actually probably bigger than the amount they
are actually going to lose. Not every
mortgage that was made is going to
default and even the ones that do
default will not be completely lost.
The way the accounting works it is
probably going to get back. My advice to someone in Baruch is that
this experience will pass, we will
learn from it, and I’m sure we will
see prosperity again.

STAFF WRITER

Can you give a brief biography
of yourself?
I went to Fordham for my undergraduate degree and I taught high
school in Queens for a few years. I
was active in the Young Republicans when I was in college. I always
had an interest in politics and government, but I wasn’t so interested
that I wanted to go to law school.
One of my mentors suggested I get
a Masters in Public Administration.
There were three schools offering
a Masters in Public Administration, Columbia, NYU and Baruch.
Believe it or not Baruch was only
$25 a credit so I made an economic
decision.
Baruch was a great experience
but in the meantime I got elected
to the assembly so I was attending
Baruch part time, and I was in Albany for half the year. I was in the
legislature for a few years, and then
ventured into private business for a
couple of years. Then I went from
the Reagan administration into
the Urban Mass Transit Administration. They were attracted by the
fact that I had a Masters in Public
Administration. The Urban Mass
Transit Administration was a government agency that funded mass
transit projects around the country.
I had done some real estate development in between my legislative services and had an interest in
housing and community development issues. My district in South
Central Queens was facing a lot of
housing and development issues so
I always had an interest in that. At
the end of the Reagan administration, I had expected to leave government but interestingly enough Jack
Kemp asked me to be his Deputy
Security for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
I worked for Jack under George
Bush’s term in office. I had made up
my mind after twelve years of federal service that it was time to move
on, and this opportunity presented
itself. It was like coming home.

Are all eyes now on the Federal
Home Loan Bank?
I like to say that this was a sleepy
sector and the largest bank that nobody ever heard of. In the current
crisis, when nobody could get credit
anywhere, and Wall Street analysts
noticed the surge of business that
we were doing, we suddenly got attention. That is fine but we are not a
retail operation. We are a wholesale
bank and truly an intermediary.

PRWEB.COM

Alfred A. DelliBovi, president of the Federal Home Loan Bank of New York.

Can you tell us about being
Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Department Housing and Urban development?
I was the CEO. We came in with
an agenda, which was designed to
promote housing, fight homelessness and promote economic development. We were there for a short
time before we discovered a series
of scandals in the department that
preceded us so we had to do a lot of
clean up before we could move forward. We had a successful record
of development and dealing with
homelessness as a multi-faceted
problem so you could coordinate
the services.
It wasn’t just about putting a
roof over somebody’s head, if you
did that and they were still drug
dependent or had psychological
problems you didn’t do much for
them. You had to have a holistic
approach and deal with job training and psychological treatment
and you had to deal with the home
problem. The homeownership rate
is much higher now than when we
got there.

what we’re seeing now, a liquidity
crisis. In those days home mortgages were much different from
what they are today, since most
people had to put down 50 percent.
Mortgages were not long term they
were three to five years and they
were interest only. After the three
to five year period people needed
to pay a balloon. Of course people
didn’t have the money to pay for
the balloon payment so they consistently refinanced. In theory,
when everything was working you
never owned your house you only
had half of it, which was the 50 percent equity piece. In the Great Depression the banks closed so there
was no opportunity to refinance,
we were established to provide liquidity.
In this sub-prime situation, the
first thing that has happened is
that these other sources, mortgage
bankers and mortgage brokers,
have dried up because the capital
markets are not interested with anything including the word mortgage
in the title. We are seeing a lot of
people coming home to local community banks who we serve. So that
is clearly good for our business.
The FHL bank is very capitalistic,
it is privately owned but we have a
government charter and promoting
housing and affordable housing is
one of our goals. We are working
with various community groups
and non-profit organizations to
bring together the home owners
with the problems and the local
community banks with the solutions. We launched the Fresh Start
program to help members design
programs using our cash to make
affordable loans possible to people
that are caught up in these things.
Unfortunately, some people are so
deeply in the hole that there may be
no easy solution to be found.

How has the sub-prime mortgage crisis affected the role of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of New
York. Did the role of a liquidity
provider become even more critical?
The Federal Home Loan Bank
was established during the Great
Depression to deal with exactly

You have said that the reason
for this strength of community
lenders is simple: time tested traditional banking. Do you believe
the subprime crisis was caused
by financial products that were
getting too complicated for their
own good?
We probably got into this be-

cause of greed. There are a lot of
people who make their income
off of fees. A homeowner buying a
home is a long-term proposition. It
is important that in this partnership
their lender be in it for the longterm. Community lenders were always that way. They made loans in
the neighborhood and hung on to
them. Although securitization is an
important and valuable tool, in this
situation things got out of control.
Everybody in the chain was just trying to grab their fee and pass the
mortgage along like a hot potato.
A banker will make a loan based
on credit because the first rule is:
“you want to get your money bank”.
Common sense says that you’re going to check the customer’s credit
and income to see if they can repay
you.
What got distorted here is that
people who were dealing with the
borrower knew they were going to
get a fee for dealing with them and
pass the paper on to someone else
pretty quickly. I think that we need
to change that a little bit, you need
to have responsibility. The tricky
thing is how you regulate this.
There has to be a delicate balance,
lenders need to be responsible.
The lenders are now investors who
don’t even know there investing in
a home mortgage, but are just looking at cash flows. I believe the situation is going to right itself, but it is
going to take some time.
When do you see the credit crisis ending?
I’m not sure. The crisis started
with sub-prime loans; there is talk
of it spilling over to Alt-A loans. Stories in the paper report it may be
spilling over into car loans and student loans. The people who invest
in credit now understand that they
can lose money, when the party was
going on they didn’t understand
that. Now that they have woken up
and realized that there is a chilling
effect, people are fleeing to safety.
Investors are investing for a much
shorter period of time. It is going to
take a while for people to recover
from this hangover. However, when
you read in the paper that such and
such a company is taking a write-

Are more community banks
joining FHL because of the current situation?
I like to think anyone who
wanted to be a member would
have reached out to us before the
crisis. Institutions join the Federal
Home Loan Bank of New York primarily for liquidity. In August and
September we saw a big spike in
our businesses because of the large
spike in our members’ businesses.
One thing that I hope readers of
The Ticker would understand is that
if your getting a mortgage you are
better off dealing with a bank than
some broker that operates out of
the trunk of his car. Hopefully, it is
going to be a community bank that
is a member of the Federal Home
Loan Bank.
There is going to be a period of
time where investors are going to
be hesitant to buy mortgage backed
securities and while that happens,
the best alternative for the homebuyer is to go to a community bank
that funds itself by a combination
of deposits and the Federal Home
Loan Bank.
What advice do you have to Baruch students that look up to you
as a role model? What were your
keys to success?
The advice I would give someone at Baruch would be “don’t
lock in”. It is important to plan and
to set a path but it is important to
understand that the plans that you
made may not be the plans that you
realize. There are a lot of opportunities in life and I think you need
to be able to capitalize on then. If
you looked at my career it appears
as if it has zig-zags. You may think
this guy can’t hold a job. This is the
longest job I’ve worked in. I have
worked for FHL for over 15 years
and I love the job. However, someone may ask, how does this fit with
a degree in public administration?
Here is where my advice comes
in. If you graduate from Baruch
with a career in finance, don’t pigeon hole yourself. I would say that
particularly to people in Finance.
There is no area in the world where
money isn’t involved. You have to
finance anything and everything
you need to do. If you think of finance just in terms of mergers and
Acquisitions you might miss out on
other opportunities, don’t look at
finance with tunnel vision. I think
the skills that people learn and develop at Baruch are very broad.
You have to play the hand that
you were dealt. Someone once told
me there are a lot of ways to get to
42nd street and Broadway, and
that’s true, it’s true about any place
you may want to go to.

APPLYING TO
GRAD SCHOOL?
WE CAN HELP
BY ANNA AULOVA
SCDC CORRESPONDENT

Applying for graduate
school seems almost necessary, if not mandatory, for
most undergraduate students. The idea seems simple
enough, the obvious advantages of a higher degree and
greater knowledge in the field
of interest come to mind.
There are, however, very
important questions that arise
from the process, and if not
addressed properly, might
hurt the personal growth of the
student who is trying to pursue an advanced degree. Each
student thinking of applying
to graduate school must consider various factors such as
cost, entrance exams, degree
availability, school location
and degree requirements.
A student may wonder if
the Starr Career Development
Center is able to assist undergraduates in making their decisions regarding grad school.
Rest assured that in addition to career counselors and
an alumni career service coordinator, the center also has the
pleasure of a graduate school
advisor, Theresa Conway, to
help. Conway counsels students through workshops, as
well as on an individual basis,
to help answer the questions
presented by graduate school
applications.
She explains the necessary
steps in figuring out which
school is right for you, the
many resources available to
help finance the costs and the
required documents needed
for the application process.
Conway stated, “A lot of
students consider graduate
school but it is a very important decision that needs to be
dealt with thoroughly in order
to make the right choice. Many
students are not aware of the
counseling they can receive
to help them figure out what is
right for them.”
Conway, who is a full-time
staff member at the Starr Career Development Center,
may be reached by coming to
the office or making an appointment.
Since graduate school is
becoming a more common
choice among undergraduates, a graduate school website is currently in development within the SCDC, which
will provide the necessary information when considering
the application process.
A graduate school fair is
also in the process of being
produced, similar to the recruiters that come on campus
on career days. Many different
schools offering graduate degrees will come on campus for
students.
Any student planning on
pursuing graduate studies
should start preparing and
begin to take advantage of
the present and upcoming
resources the Starr Career Development Center has to offer.
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To get the job, know the basics
BY JACK TEBELE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday, March 12, the
local Baruch chapter of the Society
for Human Resource Management
held an event to help students find
a job in Human Resources. The
event drew a large crowd of people,
many of whom were first time attendees of an SHRM event. In addition, there were even a few students from Polytechnic University
who came in order to learn more
about the local Baruch chapter.
The event featured three individuals from different backgrounds
and catered to members of the human resources profession whether
they were undergraduate students,
graduate students, or career-changers.
The first speaker, Kim Brody,
was from the Solomon Page Group.
She spoke about how she meets
many clients and places them in
different full-time positions, regardless of whether they wish to be
in the Human Resources field. She
services all aspects of the job market and assists many graduates in
finding their first jobs.
The second speaker, Caprice
Henry, is the division manager at a
company called Human Resources
International. This is an executive
search firm and meets the needs of
a wide variety of clientele on a daily
basis. The third speaker, Ami Glassman, is the recruiting manager at
Avon, and works exclusively on recruiting individuals. This is something that she has been doing for
most of her life and is passionate
about her field.
Each of the individual speakers addressed important matters
such as interview skills and how
one should go about finding a job.
Coming from a business school

such as Baruch’s Zicklin School of
Business, it may seem obvious that
résumés should not contain spelling errors and mobile telephones
should not be ringing during interviews, but as the recruiters pointed
out, these things seem to happen
quite frequently.
It is also important to understand exactly why you want to enter
the Human Resources field. According to Kim Brody, it is important to
understand and convey to the interviewer what exactly has drawn
you to the current position. For example, it is not acceptable to simply reply “because I am a peopleperson” when asked why you want
to join the field. In the modern and

“It is important
to understand
and convey to
the interviewer
what exactly has
drawn you to the
current position.”
- Kim Brody
Human Resource Specialist

global society that we live in today,
nearly all employees must be able
to describe themselves as “a people
person” because all jobs entail interacting and communicating with
those above and below you. One
possible answer to such a question,

which was proposed by Kim Brody,
touches upon the idea that the Human Resources of a company are
its backbone and pulse.
Another point that she mentioned is that individuals first entering the Human Resources field
must be willing to fulfill administrative functions during their first
job. No individual can expect to go
straight into a director position and
even if he or she becomes a director
in the future, administrative duties
would still be involved.
The second speaker, Caprice
Henry, spoke about interview
preparations and closing actions.
For example, if you want to find
a job and you expect a call from a
prospective employer, then it is
recommended that you have a professional voicemail. It paints a bad
image if you have music playing
in the background as your greeting. Similarly, it is important that
you give prospective employers a
professional-sounding e-mail address. Caprice Henry spoke about
many incidents where individuals
left e-mail addresses such as “Bootylicious23” or “Ilovetoshop45.”
Instead, it is advisable to use a format such as firstname.lastname@
gmail.com.
Another idea that she mentioned was the fact that you need to
do your “homework” before going
on an interview. It is important to
know who the CEO is, as well as a
general historical biography of the
company and its operations. This
will show the employer that you
care and used effort before going to
the interview.
The last speaker, Ami Glassman,
spoke about the importance of upward mobility. Many individuals
believe that in order to become a
vice president or CEO, you have to
get that job now. This is not true.
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Caprice Henry discusses interview preparations and closing actions.
Instead, Glassman stressed the importance of “getting your foot in the
door” and subsequently advancing gradually. Many individuals
start off in the mail room and years
later end up as a vice president. To
some it may seem unlikely, but it
has happened on more than a few
occasions. A company values hard
work and when they see that you
are putting in 110 percent, they will
most likely promote you after a certain period of time.
Another idea that Glassman
mentioned is the importance of
honesty. There are many stories
which have been exposed whereby
high-level executives have been
fired because the company found
out that the executive had lied on

his or her resume. It is important
to be honest and bring out the best
in those experiences which you do
have. If you do not have enough
experience thus far, then this is
something that can be worked
on. Writing an inaccurate resume,
however, is wrong and will come
back to haunt you.
Overall, the event gave the students and other members of the
crowd the knowledge necessary to
get ahead in the increasingly difficult job market. After the event,
students had a chance to network
with the speakers while exchanging questions or comments. It was
also a great opportunity for Baruch
SHRM to reach out to the Human
Resources community at large.
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Making the right choices to adapt to change
BY ADRIANA ALDONADO
AND NASTASIYA KOROLKOVA
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT AND PRODUCTION
MANAGER

“If I were doing what I thought
I would be doing in college, I’d be
tapdancing in a Broadway show,”
said Ellen Cahill, co-chair of Cahill
Associates. The room, full of juniors
and seniors making the transition from college student to career
professional, Cahill moderated the
“Career Evolutions: Making the
Right Choices to Adapt to Change”
panel at the Financial Women’s
Association Mentee luncheon on
Thursday, March 13.
The panel consisted of three FWA
mentors and a guest speaker: Julie
Zysman, territory sales manager for
Inventiv Health, a pharmaceutical
company; Heather Judnick, senior
relationship manager for Thomson Financial; Susan Perry, director of Financial Sales for Paragon;
and Dory Velten–Lerscu, Program
manager for AXA Equitable These
women shared wisdom cultivated
from years of experience.
The goal of the panel was to
show students that careers evolve
and students generally remain
within the profession they studied
in college. The panelists’ career
paths were very diverse. Velten–Lerscu majored in Fine Arts as an
undergraduate, then received a
degree in economics and now specializes in computer science. Perry
is still contemplating her professional evolution as she considers
using her Masters in Psychology to
pursue a future career in that field.
Every member of the panel described twists, turns and detours
in their professional lives that have
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Ellen Cahill moderated the “Career Evolutions” panel for the Financial Women’s Association Mentee Program.
enriched their job-related experience, because as Cahill noted, “Every job contributes [transferable
skills] to the next one”.
In figuring out which industry or
job is a good fit panelists were adamant about the need to understandi the necessary credentials of each
industry. Credentials can come in
the form of continuing education
either through certified training
programs or formal graduate
They also stressed adapting to
change. They encouraged the audience to embrace, not fear change.
They noted the instances of regret
that rose from opportunities that
been avoided because of comfort

zone issues, which closed doors
for them. Heather Judnick recommended, “Don’t be afraid to ask
questions.”
In addition, each woman described networking as a critical
part of success. Many of them even
got involved with the FWA through
networking. Judnick advised to
plan for the future: “Make friends
with people who won’t benefit you
[in the] now.”
The panelists then answered
questions on challenges in fitting
into the culture of an organization.
“I found a home,” said Susan Perry
about her present job.
Realistically, however, they also

spoke about how to effectively maneuver out of the organization without leaving “bad blood.” Once you
recognize the “headache/stomachache factor” where you lack passion for your job, the chemistry is
no longer there and you are probably in a vicious cycle of discontent
and poor performance, it is likely
that it is time to move on.
It was said that it’s important to
understand that if you’re not happy
your boss may not be either and
an employee leaving is an “adjustment” for them as well. Good managers will help you move on and
work with you towards a balanced
agreement which is optimal. Every

panel member also acknowledged
the existence of the “glass ceiling”
and lamented how unfortunate it is
that in 2008 women are still having
this conversation. However, they
recognized it is a challenge, not
something that should be allowed
to divert passion or motivation.
Cahill concluded the discussion
by expressing the necessity of students to manage their own careers,
provide for themselves and be proactive as keys to success.
The panel was well-received by
mentors and mentees alike. FWA
mentee and graduating senior Elena Shneider was impressed by the
panelist’s candor. Having switched
from a marketing to a finance major, Shneider wished more underclassmen explored their opportunities as the panel suggested. She
finds many students searching for
the “perfect major [that will] set
them up for life — [but] you never
know unless you try.”
Mentor Susan K. Becker, principal of Becker Consulting Services,
was especially pleased with “the
cohesiveness of the panel that focused on a business warhorse and
change, that was truly free of clichés and platitudes.”
“When students are in college,
they are the clients. They step out
into the real world, and there is a
drastic shift. Now, they have to cater
to clients and bosses,” said Shoya
Zich, FWA mentor and author of
Career Match. The panel was a stellar example of the “opportunities
to get the skills needed in dealing
with the real world.”
“Career Evolutions: Making the
Right Choices to Adapt to Change”
was recorded for the FWA Mentee
Program by Psyche Productions.

From 24th Street PANEL DISCUSSION: AN E-SPIRATION
to Wall Street
BY JENNA DRAPKIN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Wall Street Careers invited Cents Ability professionals to share life experiences.
BY MARC LUNA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday, March 13, Baruch
College hosted a panel discussion
on Wall Street Careers. Speakers
included Andrew Jozefiak, a European Investors analyst, Conner
McGee, a vice president at UBS
Private Wealth Management, Jason
Tabalujan, a GE Capital associate,
and Elissa Klien, advertising services in The Wall Street Journal.
The discussion centered around
paths towards their chosen fields,
job skills needed, their involvement
in Cents Ability and their overall
experience on Wall Street.
The speakers shared their
unique experiences with the audience. McGee stated, “I found it
amazing that you could take someone’s money, wait some time and
come back with more money, and
that was a job.” That was the theme
of the discussion where the panelists were genuinely excited about
their jobs.
One of the major points was that
students need to network and see
what is available out there in terms
of jobs to explore what types of
fields they are interested in.
There was a consensus that
the sell-side of finance had longer
hours, but also had more rewards.
However, if one wants to have a

nice work-life balance take a hard
look at buy-side finance.
The speakers also gave some
great advice on how to stand out in
the recruiting process. Jozefiak said
one way to make your application
truly stand out is to join a leadership position in a specific club and
make sure emphasize what value
you bring to the club.
Klien advised students to minimize the weaknesses that they expose during the interview, because
at the end of the day, whoever has
the most strengths will get the job.
Chowdhury advised students to
network in order to understand
what types of Wall Street jobs exist
and where you will fit in.
The majority of the speakers
work in a non-profit organization called Cents Ability. They are
a group of young professionals
who provide underprivileged high
school students with the financial
tools and knowledge necessary to
achieve their life goals through basic finance classes.
They encouraged the students
to join because it is a growing organization where you can not only
improve your leadership and public speaking skills but also develop
your personal network. When the
discussion panel ended and informal networking started Baruch students had their time to shine.

One theme prevailed at the
entrepreneurship panel discussion on Wednesday, Feb. 27: Inspiration.
You could not help but be inspired when listening to Rachel
Doyle, Simon Sinek and David
Schnurman talk about their experiences in the entrepreneurial world. We were all reminded
that following your passions, not
money, is what fulfills you at the
end of the day.
Doyle founded GlamourGals
in 2001. Although she said her
first meetings were held in her
high school broom closet, they
now have over 50 chapters and
1,000 volunteers.
Doyle followed her passion to
make a difference in the world.
She proved that being motivated
and inspired by something cannot only drive you but drive others as well.
She emphasized that if you are
passionate about something, you
will be successful.
Schnurman shared some of the
guidelines and insight that helped
him build TrueNYC. He acknowledged that not only should you
be a “do-er” and have good networking skills but you should also
not be afraid to make mistakes.
Schnurman said that there will
always be obstacles, and we learn
the most from our mistakes.
He also pointed out that there
will always be naysayers but you
should ignore them because believing in yourself is what matters. The last advice he gave was
to help others without expecting
anything in return. “Only good
things will come from it”, he asserted.
Simon Sinek founded Sinek
Partners through his desire to inspire others. He emphasized that
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no matter what entrepreneurial
venture you pursue, you are not
unique.
He said that it is not what you
do, but why you do it and the belief system that you create that really matters. He also spoke about
our advantages as students. We
are in a non-threatening position
to go out and network — so we
should make the most of it.
He recalled an anecdote about
paintings in a museum, and the
simplicity of some of the paintings. He then countered that and
pointed out that they might be
simple, but we did not come up
with it.

Relating it to business, he then
said that if you really want something, you should go out and do
it.
After listening to the successful entrepreneurs speak, students
could not help but feel as though
the sky’s the limit when it comes
to building a business. By no
means were they saying it would
be a walk in the park, but instead
a ride that is fulfilling throughout
the journey.
Like Eleanor Roosevelt once
said, “The future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of their
dreams.”
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Execs extend Pearls of Wisdom

Biz Briefs
BY LISA O’CONNOR
STAFF WRITER
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The Pearls of Wisdom panelists, including a Unilever executive, shared progressive career advice with Baruch students in honor of Women’s History Month.
BY LISA O’CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

Commencing the Women’s
Leadership Conference: Pearls of
Wisdom our very own President
Kathleen Waldron, recalled how
being hired by Baruch College has
enabled her to pave ways through
her career choices as being “the
first.” Waldron noted that she did
not fully realize her leadership role
until she was walking through the
halls of the campus and recognized
that other women were saluting
her, as, the first female president of
Baruch College.
Janet Adler, founder and president of Janet Adler Realty Ltd, who
is also recognized as “the first” in
her time, addressed the topic of
professionalism to the audience
with these words of wisdom, “You
[this generation] have two choices
that we [her generation] did not
have during our time: choices and
information.” Then she reminded
audience members that when planning out our lives, serendipity happens, and changes our lives, which

makes being open and flexible key.
Before closing her speech, her
final piece of advice was “Decisions will come that you will have
to make in which your head and
your heart will be saying different
things. So make the decision that
your heart says because you will be
much happier in the end.”
Then the art of business communication was taught in an interactive workshop led by Diane
Diresta, author of Knockout Presentations, who spoke on the importance of taking care of our personal
brand as she stated, “We need to
realize that we are always on stage
and our handshake is that first introduction. Thus, keep in mind that
it’s the little things that make the
greatest impact and make lasting
impressions.”
Diestra gave the following top 10
mistakes to avoid so that students
can leave lasting impressions:
•
Being unprepared
•
No stage presence
•
Not knowing the audience
•
Projecting the wrong image
•
Using “wimpy” words

•
•
•

Weak eye contact
Speaking too long / fast
Avoiding public speaking
To conclude the conference, a
panelist discussion of phenomenal women consisting of Leigh
Henderson, managing director of
Leadership Training Room, LLC
as moderator and the panelist
Sherry Amanpour, former banker
and Iranian diplomat who is currently a career consultant and the
founder of Aman consultant; Sharon Brouillette, vice president and
project manager in the Transaction Banking Division of ABN Amro
Bank; Lisa Burns, president, CEO
and founder of Burns McClellan,
Inc.; Sokie Lee, owner of Sokie Studio and a wellnss consultant; and
Donna Love, finance director for
the U.S. Skincare Division of Unilever, who at the top in their fields.
Each gave a pearl of wisdom in
order to help students gain success in the 21st century, and to help
them balance life, careers, relationships and everything in between,
by drawing upon their own life
experiences in providing the audi-

ence with the following advice that
is both inspirational and encouraging:
•
Always be confident
•
Be authentic
•
Know your ambition and the
playing field you want to be
in
•
Set priorities
•
Seek out what it is that you
are passionate about doing
•
Challenge yourself; be open
to risks and not afraid to fall
down
•
Ask for advice from those that
you admire
•
Communicate what is going
on in your life with family,
friends and colleagues
•
Take time for yourself
This is the second year that the
Baruch Women in Business conducted this women’s leadership
conference. Along with the Office
of Student Life, the Starr Career Development Center and the Office
of the Vice President, it was once
again another successful event
that the Baruch community will be
looking for in the years to come.

During the first Power
Lunch held on March 6, Executives-On-Campus hosted the
Understanding Your Purpose
and Identifying Your Leadership Potential” workshop.
Led by Lesley Perkins and
Dannielle Pearson from Booz
Allen Hamilton, the workshop stressed that as emerging leaders, it is important to
understand individual weaknesses and strengths.
In recognizing our potential, eight core competencies
were introduced: flexibility,
problem solving, politically
savvy, thinking strategically,
self awareness, relationship
management, dealing with
ambiguity and global perspective.

BY DAVID PAIGE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Tuesday, March 4, in
the Newman Conference Center, Hugh Lamle, president of
MD Sass, gave a presentation
called “Lessons from the Credit Crunch.” Lamle discussed
how the current subprime
mortgage crisis has turned
into a global credit crisis.
Lamle asserted that these
investments were highly leverage, propelling the negative returns sometimes 32
times worse. Lamle also discussed the circle of debt, noting the ripple effect of people
defaulting on their mortgage
payments and how it affected
everyone from the lender,
borrower, investment banks,
major banks and economy as
a whole.
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Fairy tales to come true at Relay for Life
n With $18,000
already raised,
“Once Upon a Relay”
just weeks away
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
USG CORRESPONDENT

Relay for Life, which began in
1985 is held annually in over 20
countries worldwide, including
Australia, Brazil, Canada, France,
Germany, Japan and the United
Kingdom. However, one does not
have to go far to reach out and lend
a helping hand. This year, Relay for
Life will be held at Baruch College
on Friday, April 4.
Every spring since 2004, Relay
for Life — three small, yet influential words — have been seen
throughout the campus as students
have been devoting their time and
efforts to a great cause.
This cause has not only raised
awareness but also has given hope
to people whose lives have been
touched directly or indirectly by
cancer.
The vibrant signature purple
color of the American Cancer
Society’s Relay for Life fliers have
been proudly displayed inside Baruch’s halls. A towering billboard
announcing Relay for Life’s “One
Night Stand” event can be seen as
one enters the Vertical Campus.
Every Tuesday and Thursday,
during club hours, a table is set
up in the lobby of the second floor
with a purple tablecloth. Maria

Scognamiglio, co-chair of Relay
for Life and a Baruch student said,
“The biggest challenge we face is
that we are a commuter school.
Most Baruch students simply arrive
at school for classes and then leave.
Ideally, we would like to have hundreds of more students involved.”
Relay for Life has made every
attempt to get students involved,
including throwing a free party.
On Thursday, March 6, Relay for
Life sponsored its first fundraiser
in four years. “Party for a Purpose”
raised over $1,000 from students’
generous donations. At this party,
which featured music by Baruch’s
radio station, WBMB, and DJ Locorious, students had an opportunity
to win an iPod Touch during a live
raffle, courtesy of Alpha Phi Delta.
Out of about $700 worth of raffle
tickets sold, Undergraduate Student President Anthony Hernandez was the lucky winner and took
home the gadget.
While the party was a success
and there were plenty of smiles and
good times abound, it was easy to
look past the objective of the party.
Relay for Life’s goal is simple:
raise awareness and funds to help
the American Cancer Society’s mission to eliminate cancer. According
to the American Cancer Society’s
website, “Every dollar we raise goes
toward fighting cancer. Contributions to the Relay For Life help the
American Cancer Society to fight
cancer in four main ways: research,
education, advocacy and patient
services.”
This year, Relay for Life’s “One
Night Stand” is scheduled to take

place on Friday, April 4 beginning
at 5 p.m. and ending the next morning at 8 a.m. The event, which takes
place inside Baruch’s Athletic and
Recreation Complex will hold approximately 800 people.
Each year, the Relay for Life
committee chooses a general
theme, which generates creative
ideas, ensuring an atmosphere of
unity and fun for participants.
Last year’s theme was “iRelay
Through the Decades,” which involved music from as far back as
the 1950s and 60s. Despite the iPods that were given out in hopes of
communicating this theme, it was
not well-received by last year’s attendees.
In hopes of making this Relay for
Life the most effective yet, the Relay committee chose “Fairy Tales:
Once Upon a Relay” as this year’s
theme which allows participants
to dress up in fairy tale or villain
costumes. The night will include a
costume contest, guest speakers,
bachelor and bachelorette auctions, as well as a plethora of fun
activities throughout the night.
Last year, Relay for Life was able
to raise nearly $74,000 through
people’s generous support. Already
this year, Relay for Life has raised
over $25,000 but with April 4 less
than a month away, time is running
out to help the current 90 teams
and 504 participants (as of Friday,
March 14) who have already made
strives to save lives.
To sign up for this year’s Relay
for Life or to make a donation, go to
events.cancer.org/rflcunymanhattanny.

EDWARD DRAKHLIS I THE TICKER

Maria Scognamiglio, co-chair of Relay for Life, encourages a student to attend.

Hillel helps from New York to Israel
BY ANNA AULOVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

Hillel and the Baruch community come together to support Israeli troops.

Every Tuesday and Thursday,
students of Baruch College are
overwhelmed by the many different
tables in the second floor lobby.
If you walked by a table last
Tuesday with banners written in
Hebrew, miscellaneous items such
as T-shirts, magnets, cards and
cultural sweets, you may not have
known that the table was in support
of Israeli troops. Hosted by the Hillel of Baruch College, the club organized this cultural event in order
for Baruch students to extend help
outside of the United States.
In an effort to reach out to the
Israeli soldiers fighting in a battle
for freedom and safety, the members of Hillel organized this event
to send out gift bags to the soldiers.
Veronika Lacktman, Hillel’s Israeli member who has provided
medical care in the Israeli army,
helped organize the event.
“The reason I chose to prepare
this particular event is to emphasize the mandatory service that
people our age have to go through
as part of their daily life in Israel,”
Lacktman explained. “As opposed
to America, where enlisting is voluntary, in Israel, every man and
woman over the age of 18 has to
serve in the army for two years ...
this service has become an essential part of their lives.”
Lacktman stressed the importance of showing appreciation for
those who risk their lives for others
in war. “We just want to do our part
in trying to make the soldiers happy
by sending them simple gifts such

as playing cards, chocolates, tea,
coffee and fun toiletries,” she said.
“It is something small, but it shows
that they are not alone and that we
admire what they do and want to
stay in touch.”
The event was organized to humanize soldiers, provide support
and help establish a connection
between the Jewish community in

“[Hillel] does not
target a specific
group of people
with specific
religious practices.”
- Matthew Vogel
Director, Baruch Hillel

Baruch with that of the West Bank
troops, who protect Israeli villages
from terrorist attacks.
In response to this contribution,
the troops will be able to reply to
the letters written by Baruch students, as well as arrange a “thank
you” conference call from Israel to
Hillel members. Social networks
such as Facebook, make it easy to
stay connected, which is the ultimate goal of sending gift bags.
Hillel serves as a foundation for
Jewish clubs on campus. “[Hillel]
does not target a specific group of
people with specific religious prac-

tices. It is a pluralistic organization,
which includes students of all upbringings,” Hillel of Baruch College
director Matthew Vogel, who serves
as a mentor to other members, explained. “I would not expect anyone to have a certain practice. Our
goal is to bring the Jewish community together and embrace Judaism
in any way they choose.”
Hillel is comprised of eight different clubs: Baruch Association
of Russian Students (B.A.R.S.), Hebrew Culture Club, Sabres (which
emphasizes Israeli-oriented programs), Jewish Business Leaders,
Jewish Women Group, Jewish Student Alliance and Jewish Professional Leaders. One of the more
recently formed clubs is Sephardic,
established for and run by Persian
Jews.
Aside from its own members,
Hillel often collaborates with other organizations to host events.
They have co-sponsored an event
in remembrance of 9/11 with the
Muslim Student Association, Black
Student Union and Undergraduate
Student Government this past fall.
In addition, the CEO of Credit
Suisse was brought in by Jewish
Business Leader Club as a guest
speaker for a large crowd, a third of
which being non-Jewish. Upcoming events hosted by Hillel include
a Purim party, which they are cosponsoring with WBMB radio station.
Hillel strives to not only bring
the Jewish community closer, but
to reach out to its non-Jewish community as well. From Israel to New
York, Hillel is sure to have something for everyone.
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In and out: Paterson replaces Spitzer
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
FEATURES EDITOR

Monday, March 17 is packed
with meaning for those in New
York. While a slew of people will
be celebrating St. Patrick’s Day,
Lt. Gov. David A. Paterson will be
sworn in as New York’s governor at
1 p.m. that day, just an hour after
Gov. Eliot Spitzer’s resignation becomes official.
Paterson will make state and
national history, becoming New
York’s first black governor (and the
nation’s fourth), as well as becoming the first legally disabled chief
executive in the U.S.
Last week, Paterson voiced a
confident promise to New Yorkers,
after Spitzer’s tumultuous week,
which included his shocking link
to the Emperor’s Club VIP prostitution ring, permanently branding
him “Client 9.”
“I promised the governor yesterday that I would commit myself
to the people of this great state,”
Paterson said last week in Albany.
“That we would have stability and
continuity in those challenges that
lie ahead. Now we have to get New
York back on track.”
The former lieutenant governor
admitted he felt “guilt” over the circumstances that led him to become
New York’s first black governor, but
said he spoke with Spitzer. “[I] just
told him how sorry I was this happened and how much he still inspires me.”
In 2006, Paterson was chosen by
Spitzer as his running mate, but it
was clear even before then that the
two men have different personalities. When asked whether or not he
patronized prostitutes, Paterson
wittily remarked, “Only the lobbyists.”

NYTIMES.COM

Lieutenant Governor David A. Paterson, left, officially becomes New York State Governor at 1 p.m. on Monday, March 17.

However, wasting no time, Paterson confirmed last Thursday that
he would stick to most of Spitzer’s
priorities, including the proposed
budget that aims to close the $4.4
billion gap by finding new means
of revenue as well as tighten state
spending.
This past weekend, Paterson
was busy meeting with agency officials to familiarize himself with the
terms and specifics of the budget.
“I kind of feel like the student
who’s getting ready for the final

exam but they didn’t attend any
classes,” Paterson admitted last
week in a radio interview.
The 53-year-old has had his fair
share of political experience, serving as state senator for New York
since 1985 and was elected as minority leader of the State Senate in
2002.
Recently, Paterson threw his
support behind fellow Democrat
Hillary Clinton and was regarded
as her likely successor to the U.S.
Senate. However, the democrat is

noted for being able to work with
legislators from both parties.
Since childhood, Paterson has
suffered from optic atrophy — scarring of the optic nerve — a condition that resulted from an infection.
He is completely blind in his left
eye and has 20/400, or legally blind,
vision in the right, which means
from 20 feet he can see the same
thing as a person with normal vision can from 400 feet.
Paterson never learned Braille,

used a seeing-eye dog or a cane to
walk and believes that people may
have the perception that he can see
more than he actually does.
Paterson received his bachelor’s
degree in history from Columbia
University and completed his juris doctoral degree at Hofstra Law
School. He is an adjunct professor
at Columbia’s School for International and Public Affairs.
Paterson currently resides in
Harlem with wife Michelle Paige
and their two children.
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Arts
A tale of two Americas: Chop Shop
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

“[An] eyesore and a disgrace to
the borough of Queens,” said urban
planner Robert Moses, describing
Willet’s Point. This large area of barren badlands overwhelmed with
chop shops lies ironically in the
backdrop of Shea Stadium, home
to America’s favorite pastime. It is
in the dark shadow of a billboard
blaring, “Make Dreams Happen”
plastered on the stadium’s façade,
where filmmaker Ramin Bahrani
weaves a captivating vignette of an
impoverished but determined boy,
offering an alternate, more genuine
look at American life.
Chop Shop is a tale about Ale
(Alejandro Polanco), a young orphan for whom struggling has become synonymous with life. Juggling odd jobs as a migrant day
laborer and a street vendor peddling DVDs, Ale ultimately earns
the bulk of his income refurbishing
cars in the automobile bric-a-brac
of Willet’s Point.
Being only 12 years old, Ale’s
naturally fierce, survivor mentality provides a rather comfortable
lifestyle for both him and his older
sister Isamar (Isamar Gonzales).
Their only hope for a better life lies
in their dream to purchase a van to
sell Latin food.
Much like his award-winning
film, Man Push Cart, a tale about
a street vendor, Iranian-born filmmaker Bahrani’s Chop Shop is
another exhaustive portrait of a
seemingly insignificant member
of society’s underclass. Utilizing
untrained actors in the style of Michelangelo Antonioni, Bahrani’s
young and brazen Ale feels exceed-

MEDIA.TORONTOLIFE.COM

Bahrani’s Chop Shop portrays the poignant disparities found in urban America.
ingly authentic. However, Bahrani
excels beyond Italian neo-realism,
to a style reminiscent of French
New Wave filmmaker François
Truffaut’s 400 Blows. Much like
Truffaut’s Antoine Dionel, Ale is a
lost boy forced to hustle amongst
the filth and rubble of junkyards.
However, Bahrani delves deeper
with his 21st century sociopolitical
commentary. Ale’s story emphasizes the struggle many Americans
face and their inability to achieve
the American dream, despite their
hard work and the wealth, which
surrounds them.
Hand-picked by Bahrani in a
Lower East Side school, neither Ale
nor Isamar (Bahrani keeps their
real names) had any previous acting experience, nor did much of

the remaining cast save for Ahmed
Razvi, the star of Bahrani’s Man
Push Cart. Yet, in the style of Italian
neo-realism the characters, which
they portray on-screen are not
completely unlike who they truly
are.
Ale’s overprotective attitude
towards Isamar, in arranging a position for her at a local taco truck,
ensuring that she is hanging out
with the right crowd and even discovering her part-time prostitution,
is understandable and remarkably endearing because it feels so
natural. Their on-screen affinity
is rooted deeply in their complex
off-screen friendship, which raises
their acting abilities to a level of
seemingly non-acting realism.
However, despite all odds, Ale

steals the show with his winning
smile. His almost naive hope is
heartbreaking and reminiscent of
the children Blake eulogizes in his
poems, which comprise Songs of
Innocence. He believes with every
ounce of his soul, that he is “gonna
work this shit out;” he knows he
will save enough money to buy the
van and he knows he will be able
to fix it, he never once questions
the impossibility of his success. He
will survive through brawn and determination, though he is at points
forced to steal hubcaps, snatch
purses and commit other acts of
theft similar to Truffaut’s Antoine. It
is Ale’s unbridled optimism, which
accentuates the bleakness of the
situation and touches the viewer’s
heart.

Bahrani’s film is a cache of poignant contrasts, which needs no
sound track to stir earnest emotion.
The gritty images of working
class Queens, with Manhattan in
the distant background as a pillar of big business and wealth — a
contradiction within itself — juxtapose neatly with the hordes of
fans cheering on the Mets and
tennis connoisseurs attending the
U.S. Open. The baseball stadium,
a hackneyed symbol of the American dream, is encircled by a fence,
which Ale cannot enter. Though
Ale and his friend Carlos argue the
view of the game is better from afar,
it is the metaphoric denial of access, which contrasts greatly with
the foundations upon which this
country was built.
Ale is himself a contradiction.
As a boy caught between childhood and manhood, Ale is thrust
prematurely into the latter. While
Truffaut’s Antoine runs hopeful,
free like the unbounded sea, Ale
faces a bleaker fate, one no better
than when the viewer embarked
upon the film. Despite his resolute
work habits and positive outlook,
Ale will forever be trapped in the
underclass.
There is the America we see on
television, the happy family with
the 2.5 children, dog and the white
picket fence. We see their smiles
and want a piece of that wholesome American apple pie. But,
Chop Shop chops up the falsity of
the American dream, serving viewers a colossal helping of reality. Bitter as it is to swallow, Bahrani will
have you walking away from the
table all the more compassionate
towards the plight of others.

A ‘Semi-Baked’ effort
BY RAFAL RAK

BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BPAC CORRESPONDENT

If I had said Half-Baked, you
probably would’ve remembered
that 90s movie with Dave Chappelle. But that’s exactly what Will
Ferrell’s new movie, Semi-Pro, is:
half-baked. The film features a mediocre story with, at times, a slow
pace and much less comedic moments than those classic one-liners we have come to know and love
from Ferrell.
Allow me to be poetic for a second and use a simile to express my
experience with this film, for as long
as I can remember, watching a Will
Ferrell film has been like playing
Russian roulette. Sometimes you
get lucky and enjoy yourself while
other times you leave the theater,
and even though you didn’t shoot
yourself in the head, you thought
about it. Anyone who’s seen Bewitched knows what I’m talking
about. In fact, Family Guy made
quite a good joke out of Ferrell’s
crap performance in that movie.
Semi-Pro isn’t completely like
slipping on, and falling face-down
into a pile of dog feces. Anyone
who’s a fan of Ferrell, and has enjoyed his genius in Anchorman,
or even his skit performances on
SNL, can find something to enjoy
in Semi-Pro. I say this because the
movie seems wholly dependent on
Ferrell pulling his, and everyone
else’s weight.
This brings me to my next point.
Some of the supporting actors just

What a start this month! 55
Underground got started with
two sold out performances, great
press, even an article in The New
York Post.
The next concert is Saturday, March 22 at 8 p.m., with
EdibleRed. Tickets are $13. EdibleRed is led by the firecracker
front woman, Collette McLafferty.
The band is an eclectic New
York City-based five-piece collective of atypical musicians.
The memorable songs the
band creates can be heard on
their debut CD Welcome to My
Bad Behavior, set for release in
late May 2008 on Select Records.
McLafferty blends songwriting skills like Jeff Buckley’s, who
she once performed for, with
the style and panache of Debbie
Harry and a rich voice a la Tracy
Bonham.
The Great Works Reading Series today at 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. in
the Engelman Recital Hall (Level
B2-NVC) will present short plays
and adapted short stories by David Auburn, Donald Barthelme,
Raymond Carver, Dave Eggers
and more. This series is adapted
and directed by Jonathan Bernstein. Admission is free and seating is limited.
On Tuesday, March 18 from
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., the His-
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Ferrell showcasing his acting skills in a close up from the film Semi-Pro.
seem mis-cast to me. Andre 3000,
although more apt than many
other
musicians-turned-actors,
didn’t bring much comedic juice to
the table. Woody Harrelson, seemingly a veteran actor, came off as
awkward and out of his element
in this film. I, personally, think he
was perfectly cast alongside Wesley
Snipes in White Men Can’t Jump in
1992. I am aware that Semi-Pro is a
spoof movie and that awkwardness
can potentially add comedic value
to films, which is definitely true in
Ferrell’s work, but that just doesn’t
hold true in Harrelson’s case.
The rest of the cast offers very
little value and is missing, what I
think is essential in a great comedy: chemistry, no, not the organic

kind. It’s the kind shared by actors,
and in the case of comedy, it’s virtually priceless. Think of the cast of
American Pie, 40 Year Old Virgin,
and Superbad. Yes, the writing was
spot-on, and the casting was perfect, but the characters interacted
in just the right way, making the
films hilarious, and even better,
memorable.
Sadly, even though movies like
Anchorman and Talladega Nights
had the right chemistry, Ferrell’s
new flick couldn’t have less of it.
While watching the movie, I just
couldn’t shake a feeling of disjointed-ness. If you’re a hardcore
Will Ferrell fan, then give Semi-Pro
a shot. Otherwise, go see Persepolis;
it’s just great.

tory Club and the women’s
studies department will present
“Guns and Chiffon” (2004), a
documentary film on women in
Ireland’s fight for independence
at BPAC in the Engelman Recital
Hall (NVC, Level B2).
Admission is free. There will
be a discussion led by Mary
McGlynn of the English department.
Don’t forget to tune into
WBMB on Tuesday, March 18
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. to hear
music and interviews with 55
Underground artists Cynthia Lin
(jazz/folk) and Will Knox (acoustic/folk) who will perform in the
series on Saturday, March 29 at 8
p.m.
On Thursday, March 20 at
12:45 p.m., BPAC will present
Iron Jawed Angels in the BPAC
Lounge (NVC, Level B3). This
film details the fight for women’s voting rights, starring Hilary Swank (Boys Don’t Cry) and
Frances O’Connor (Mansfield
Park) as second-wave suffragettes Alice Paul and Lucy Burns,
who led the final fight for the
19th Amendment to the Constitution. Admission is free and refreshments will be served.
Tickets to all performances
can be obtained at the BPAC Box
Office in the NVC on the first floor
or by calling (646) 312-4085. As
always, check baruch.cuny.edu/
bpac for more information.
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King reigns anew
in midtown marvel
BY FRANK MARZULLO

the two pray together. Staring at
his wingtips, he intones, “Hey, hey,
LBJ, how many kids have you killed
Sometimes a play crackles with today? Thirty-three. Damn right I
the kind of electricity that is utterly know the f***ing number.”
Another scene introduces FBI
thrilling to watch. It was an inspiring pleasure to see the enthralling Director J. Edgar Hoover, a smooth
note-perfect ensemble, The Consci- operator in Jonathan Hogan’s perentious Objector at Michael Mur- formance. Bobby Kennedy had
signed off on phone-tapping King.
phy’s Clurman Theatre.
Murphy deftly dramatizes Rev. Hoover coolly gives Johnson the
Martin Luther King Jr.’s life from headphones. After they listen,
1965 to 1968. He beautifully depicts Johnson wearily mutters, “Do it,”
the dissolution of his partnership Hoover’s carte blanche to continue
with President Johnson over the and extend the practice.
It’s fascinating to look inside
Vietnam War.
The urgency America faces in King’s circle. Each gets a chance to
this crucial election year inevita- shine. Focus turns heavily on Stanbly adds extra depth to a play that ley Levison, the lone white man
stands all too proudly on its own. in the room; he is a consigliere, a
Echoes of current events resonate speech writer and a behind-thethunderously as the nation drift- scenes handler all in one.
Levison hotly
ed into “The
denied writing the
Fantasia
in
Riverside Church
East Asia”, as
anti-war speech,
one character
to persistent callwarns.
ers, and thinking
Throughabout it bothout the play,
ered him. Steve
troop build up
Routman plays a
crept up from
touching Levison.
20,000 to over
Bryan Hicks’
500,000.
muscular portrayMurphy
al of Ralph Abercarefully emnathy easily makes
phasizes
his
him the most
guidance “by
-John Collum as
powerful voice in
the historical
Lyndon B. Johnshon
King’s elite circle.
record.”
Actor, King at 2 AM
James Miles is
He wisely
both as cool as a
immersed
cucumber and a
himself
in
top-shelf research, through UNC’s dead ringer for future ambassaTaylor Branch Collection. His time dor Andrew Young. Harold Surrat
and labor paid off with handsome is convincing as the distinguished
voice of reason, Whitney Young.
profits.
Jimonn Cole and Chad CarstarObjector contains various wonderful dialogues. In one, newly phen are as energetic and charelected Johnson calmly explains ismatic as other actors like James
that he’s the bride and Congress is Bevel and Stokely Carmichael.
the groom. “They’ll do anything for Hogan aptly doubles as Senator
the bride, but only for so long.” If Thomas Dodd. As the lone female,
King abandons war criticism, they Coretta Scott King, Rachel Leslie
can quickly get more civil rights creates an extremely warm and
endearing portrait, resembling a
and poverty programs passed.
Both actors are ideally suited young Mrs. King.
Director Carl Forsman has crefor their roles; the rivalry is evenly
matched. In a sea of riveting ac- ated a tight ensemble free of overtors, Queens native DB Woodside acting, allowing the movie to breeze
mesmerizes the crowd in his role as by. Set designer Beowulf Boritt
King. He’s accustomed to author- gives L.B.J. a worn gunmetal gray
ity roles, having played President desk. He also uses the entire back
Palmer on 24. In his New York the- wall and stage to include one quaratre debut, he captures King’s ora- ter of the American flag, colored a
tory passion, a family man’s love pale gray and at a skewed angle.
and a view into the life of an author The metaphors speak volumes.
Murphy’s last play with Collum
at work.
John Collum is always a draw, and Forsman, Sin, about pedophilia
and as Lyndon B. Johnson he lives in the Catholic Church, hardly preup to the level of talent that won pared me for this dream-catching
him two Tony Awards. The insom- achievement. This is a top quality
niac-like president hosts King at theatrical production that nobody
2 AM in an exquisite scene where should miss.
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

“Hey, hey, LBJ, how
many kids have
you killed today?
Thirty-three. Damn
right I know the
f***ing number.”
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Leisure

Explore Little India in Jackson Heights
BY OLEXA CAPILI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Queens, New York is the most
diverse county in the United States.
In this great eclectic borough,
which I am proud to be a resident
of, you can devote an entire day to
exploring a particular ethnic neighborhood — sampling its local exotic restaurants, rummaging through
its unusual stores and maybe even
watching a foreign flick on the big
screen.
Jackson Heights, Queens, popularly known as “Little India,” is a
great example of a neighborhood
where you can discover all these
things. Jackson Heights is easily accessible by the number 7 train on
the 74th Street Broadway or 82nd
Street stop. The E, F, G, R and V
trains are also nearby and the stop
at 37th Road (Roosevelt Av) and at
74th Street are the centers of the
Indian, Pakistan and Bangladesh
community. It is a short block glittering with dozens of jewelry shops,
sari stores and South Asian-owned
businesses. Below are a few recommendations on how to spend your
day in the area:

Kabab King Diner
7301 37th Rd. (at 74th Street)
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Phone: (718) 457-5857
This 24-hour spot that is famous
among taxi drivers offers the real
deal in Indian and Pakistani food.
Unlike the popular Jackson Diner,
which has become a “tourist trap,”
at Kabab King you’ll find the locals
dining. This two-story restaurant
home to a take-out counter on the
bottom floor and a buffet on the
second level with ample seating
and waiters. There are also multiple flat-screen TVs available, where
you can watch Indian music videos
while enjoying your meal. The buffet, which is also cheaper than that
of the Jackson Diner, costs $7.99 on
the weekdays and $8.99 from Friday to Sunday.
Note that the buffet options
change regularly. Be sure to look
for the highlights, especially the
moist and warm butter naan (flatbread) that is done exceptionally
well, and the mildly spicy and delicious chicken bihari kababs. The
kababs are eaten best when rolled
up in the naan. Also delicious is
the chicken biryani (chicken mixed
with spiced basmati rice), chicken
makhni (butter chicken) and the
mixed vegetables. For dessert,
the kheer (rice pudding) is a sure
pleaser and the gajar halwa (carrot
pudding) is sweet and a bit thick in
consistency.

Delhi Palace Indian Cuisine
3733 74th St. (between 37th Rd and
37th Ave)
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Phone: (718) 507-0666
Indian sweets are truly a delicacy not to be missed, and there are
many Indian bakeries to be found
in Jackson Heights. Indian desserts
are usually made with a base of
butter and sugar, and may include
milk, flour, nuts or paneer (cottage
cheese). Note that the selection of
desserts varies upon each bakery;
for example, not all bakeries offer
kulfi (Indian ice cream). One good
bakery to try is the Delhi Palace,
which also houses a restaurant right
next door. Things to try include a
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Hangout or
date? You
decide.
BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
AND HELEN KWON
LEISURE EDITOR AND COPY EDITOR
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Karab King Diner offers residents of Jackson Heights a tasty insight on Indian cuisine.
mango lassi (fruit smoothie made
with yogurt), jalebis (deep-fried
orange pretzels with syrup inside)
and ras malai (sugary balls made
with ricotta and cottage cheese
that you can order plain or soaked
in sweetened, creamy milk).

Butala Emporium
37-46 74th Street
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Phone: (718) 899-5590
If you’re looking for unique, oneof-a-kind Indian gifts, then this is
the store to go to. Its eclectic selection includes hard-to-find books,
body oils, beads, jewelry and CDs.
You can find deities in print and
statue form, along with incense,
clothes and religious charms at decent prices. Downstairs, you’ll find
intricately carved wooden furniture
and exotic Indian instruments like
the tabla drum, dholak and sitar.
Butala is a place where you will be
sure to leave with a treasure.

Eagle Theater
73-07 37th Road
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Phone: (718) 205-2800
What day in Jackson Heights
would be complete without seeing
a Bollywood film? The big screen is
truly the best place to see these masala-style films that feature plenty of
singing, dancing and over-the-top
drama. Even though it’s not as big
as chain theaters, the Eagle Theater
has more character and a festive air.
Plus, tickets are only $5 any time of
day. Note that Bollywood movies
are typically long in length, about
3 1/2 hours with a five-minute intermission, but are definitely worth
the experience. One very popular
movie currently playing is “Jodhaa
Akbar,” a love story about the Muslim Emperor of the Muhgals who
marries a Hindu princess.
These are only a few ideas to get
you started on your adventure in
Jackson Heights. The best way to
experience the neighborhood is to
spend a day leisurely strolling the
streets alongside the locals. You
never know what adventures you’ll
find around the next corner.

ONTHESIDE.INFO

The Brutala Emporium offers unique gifts to sight-seers and residents alike.

Five minutes before class
ends, the guy whose attention
you’ve been trying to get for
the past month finally speaks
to you. After a few nods in
passing and “hey,” he asks if
you want to grab lunch with
him. With no hesitation you
gladly say “yes.” You brag to
all of your friends and you get
all dressed up only to see that
he’s styling a worn out T-shirt
and jeans and taking you to
the local Burger King.
This is a common misconception of a date. People often
are confused as to what is the
difference between a hangout and a real date. According
to dictionary.com a date is a
social appointment, engagement, or occasion arranged
beforehand with another person. But since that is so vague,
we are here to make it clear.
Some people say lunch can
be a date and others do not
consider lunch to be a date.
Lunch can be a date when
the atmosphere is right. Persay, if the other person takes
you to a restaurant and pays
for you then, yes, that is a
date.
It all depends on the approach. If you are asked out
like, “Man, I’m so in the mood
for Pinkberry, you wanna grab
some?” then it’s considered a
hangout. A date would consist
of “Hey, if your not busy later,
would you want to go to Pinkberry?”
A hangout is very casual
and usually last minute. Most
hangouts occur when there
is a break between classes or
when it’s a Friday night and
you’re plagued with boredom. Common hangout spots
around Baruch are the cafeteria, gameroom or any local fast
food place. And if your ever
unsure, stick with Applebees.
Here are some common
examples of date areas. You
can take your date to Rodeo,
Fitzgerald’s, Cipriani and
Shake Shack.
After the date, if you want
to go on a second date, do not
lean over to hug or kiss. Instead give them a pound or a
high-five that way there will be
something to look forward to
for the second date. If you do
not want a second date, don’t
give any inclination that you
want to go out again. Mumble
a “good-bye” and “I had a nice
time” turn around and run
and do not look back!
Next time a guy or a girl
asks you out, whether it is a
date or a hangout, all you have
to do is pay attention to the
way the person asks you out.

NYINDIA.US

The Eagle Theater is a must for visiting Bollywood fans.
CLIPARTOF.COM
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY SHELLEY NG

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Intercollegiate Women’s
Conference Information
USG
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
(Monday to Thursday)
2008 iBaruch Yearbook Sale
Lexicon
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12 p.m. to 7 p.m.
(Monday to Thursday)
Kabalah 101
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

General Meeting
Golden Key
Room 2-110 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

The Nisanov Zone
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

BCTC Study with Sushi
Chabad
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Purim Carnival
Hillel, WBMB
Room 1-107 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

General Meeting
Zicklin Marketing CLub
Room 2-125 (NVC)
4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

“Breaking into the Sports
Industry,” E. Delos Reyes,
Blue Chip; N. Lee, NFL
Women’s History Month
Room 2-125 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Dance Practice
Hip Hop 201
Room 2-110 (NVC)

Marie Gallagher of Pepsi:
Build Up A Successful Career
Road-Insight
Graduate Beta Alpha Psi
Room 4-180 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.

Have a
Good Friday
and a Great
Four-Day
Weekend!

Purim Celebration
Chabad
Room 1-107 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Air It Out
Lambda Upsilon Lambda,
Lambda Pi Upsilon
Room 3-215 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

03/17
03/18
03/19
03/20
03/21

Movie Viewing
Chess Club
Room 3-160 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.

Keys to Success
Lambda Sigma Upsilon
Room 3-210 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

No Classes!

Club Information / AIDS
Walk Sign-Up
Gay, Lesbian and Straight
Society
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
(Monday and Tuesday)

The Concept of Modesty in
Islam, Shalylsh Nazeem
Women in Islam
Room 3-210 (NVC)
12:45 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Movie Screening
BARS
Room 3-215 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

General Meeting
Lambda Pi Upsilon
Room 2-125 (NVC)
6:45 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

General Meeting
Theta Phi Gamma
Room 2-110 (NVC)
7:15 p.m. to 9 p.m.

The Friedman Hour
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-240 (NVC)
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Meeting
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Room 3-240 (NVC)
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Meeting
Lambda Sigma Upsilon
Room 2-110 (NVC)
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

General Meeting
Alpha Phi Delta
Room 3-210 (NVC)
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

General Meeting
Alpha Phi Delta
Room 3-210 (NVC)
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Jane Galdstone
Oak Room @ E. 22 St. Building
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

LIKE
E D I T I N G?

to whip
Learn how hape.
to s
English in rch 20
Ma
Thursday, VC 2-110
oom
1 p.m. in R

Submit your event listings to
leisure@theticker.org
CHESS CHALLENGE PUZZLE OF THE WEEK

White to move and win in 2
For solution visit the
Baruch College Chess Club
Mon. - Fri. 12:30-2:30pm VC 3-248

CHESS SIMULS - An Exhibition
Members of the Baruch Chess Club
will be available to play multiple,
simultaneous games with any and
all challengers! (Yes, we’re that good.)
Date: Tuesday, March 18
Place: Front Lobby on 2nd floor
Time: 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

To check your Sudoku & Crossword answers, visit theticker.org.
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Science

Joke of the Week . . .
Q : Where does bad light end up?
A: In a prism!

Girls speak well, boys talk bad
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
STAFF WRITER

The way people think is a
hugely controversial question in
modern American society. Some
people treat human thought
with marked gravitas. According
Buddhist philosophy, “The mind
is everything. What you think, you
become.”
Others, like cartoonist Bill
Watterson, are skeptical of the
weightiness of mental processes.
“I wonder why we think faster than
we speak. Probably so we can think
twice,” he says.
The fact that we don’t know if
people think in similar patterns has
forced society to draw assumptions.
We assume that some people are
“insane” because their mental
processes are different. Therefore,
they should not be held to the same
standards of moral behavior as
someone who is “normal.”
The truth of it is, we do not really
understand a lot of the reasons
behind how or why the brain
functions in the way it does.
Recently,
the
journal
Neuropsychologia announced a
small step in the monumental
undertaking of mapping the brain’s
inner workings. A study authored
by research associate Douglas D.
Berman at Northwestern University
has suggested a direct connection to
the linguistic aptitude of young girls
and the difference present in the
way words are processed by each
gender. The outcome of the study
illustrated that girls completing a
linguistic abilities task generated
greater cerebral activity in areas
specifically related to the formation
and deconstruction of language.
Boys had more trouble relating
linguistic information to the

ILLUSTRATED BY DUSTIN WINEGAR

appropriate regions of the brain
because the data frequently formed
a bottleneck in certain areas. The
data tended to get jammed in
vicinities primarily responsible for
interpreting the visual and auditory
components of the input.
Northwestern’s communication
science and disorders department,
in conjunction with the University
of Haifa in Israel, conducted the
trials on 31 boys and 31 girls ranging
from nine to 15-years-old. The
experiment required simultaneous
monitoring of children’s brains via
functional magnetic resonance
imaging while presenting them
with a linguistic ability task.
The task involved showing the

subject a flashcard with a pair of
words on it or vocally articulating
a pair of words to them. The child
was then asked to determine if one
word in the pair was either spelled
like the other or rhymed with the
other. Questions ranged in difficulty
from very easy to moderately tricky.
The researchers threw in things
like assonant words that have
commonly misconstrued words
like “new” and “coo,” but mostly
employed simple Seussian rhymes.
Some pairs used were jazz and list,
pine and line, and gate and hate.
The girls performed better than
the boys, but the salient distinction
found by this study was that they
performed in an unexpectedly

wide variety of ways. Girls had
almost no trouble discerning
and comprehending the abstract
spoken information as well as
concrete written information. As
soon as the females received the
task, they started using the superior
temporal, the inferior frontal and
the fusiform gyrus, all of which are
involved in linguistic encoding.
Boys performed in various
ways. Some simply struggled with
employing the language centers
of their underdeveloped brains.
Others weren’t even able to send
the information to the gyruses of
their brain because it got caught
up in the audiovisual section of the
brain.

Those that were able to
successfully comprehend the input
took much longer in relaying the
information to the language regions
of the brains. It is important to note
that, the degree of precision of the
execution of the experimental tasks
was directly correlated with the
degree of activation in the language
areas of the brain. The overall
maxim ultimately showed that
while girls can learn through, for
example, a textbook, boys would
need to hear the classroom lecture
to keep pace.
Berman and his team have
postulated two theories to explain
the disparity. The first suggests
that the overdeveloped sensory
contemplation of the male mind
was developed as an evolutionary
advantage.
The survival of prehistoric man
required them to quickly recognize
danger-associated
sights
and
sounds. The second supposition
is related to the well-known
concept that females physically
mature faster than males. Berman
proposes the divergence in the
onset of gestation may apply to
mental development as well.
Psychologist Ruben Gur of the
University of Pennsylvania labeled
the findings as “an important
contribution.”
Richard Haier of the University
of California, Irvine, also noted
that the results “fit nicely” with
his reports on how the brain areas
utilized in intelligence tests differ
by gender. “This paper is part of
a growing awareness that not all
brains work the same way,” he said.
As technology expands, man’s
ability to do innovative neurological
research excels, we may one day be
able to start understanding how the
brain really works.

The Blue Brain breakthrough
BY VRITI SARAF
SCIENCE EDITOR

Imagine 10,000 microscopic
masses, flailing their tentacles
about, shooting electrical impulses
to each other in an attempt
to communicate 22.8 trillion
conversations. This is what goes
on in a tiny sliver of the human
brain. Now imagine this portion of
the brain throbbing mechanically
in a dark room in a university in
Switzerland. This is the Blue Brain.
The Blue Brain Project is
attempting to create a functioning
mechanical
replica
of
the
mammalian brain.
Écoles Polytechniques fédérales
(EPFL), a university in Switzerland,
and IBM have collaborated on
this project to create the world’s
first biologically accurate super
computer brain.
The Blue Brain is filled with
2,000 IBM microchips and is able to
process 22.8 trillion operations per
second. Each of these microchips
are modeled after a real neuron in
the brain. Neurons have a variety of
complex shapes and structures that
influence its electrical properties
and chemical connectivity with
other neurons.
Ten thousand of these neurons
have been precisely replicated in
the Blue Brain. There are several
models of the basic structure and
larger functions of the human
brain that have been constructed,
but one that emulates chemical

DOMINO.WATSON.IBM.COM

Three golden columns; one of the six layers of the neocortex.
signaling and actually functions as
a real brain is a first.
With previous basic structures,
along with physical details,
scientists have been able to unveil
countless molecules, chemical
pathways, enzymes and genes
that turn the gears of the brain.
These breakthroughs have enabled
scientists in understanding what
the brain does, but not how it does
it.
“This is the first model of the
brain that has been built from the

bottom-up,” says Henry Markram,
a neuroscientist at EPFL and the
director of the Blue Brain project.
“There are lots of models out there,
but this is the only one that is totally,
biologically accurate. We began
with the most basic facts about
the brain and just worked from
there.” Markram, along with Felix
Schürmann, the project manager
of Blue Brain, share the project with
about 20 scientists from 14 different
countries.
Neurons are cells that control

the flow of chemical channels and
act as chemical conductors. Each
of the one hundred billion neurons
in the brain has on average 7,000
synaptic connections to other
neurons. Neurons, along with
many parts of the brain, are still an
enigma.
You may wonder if we don’t
fully understand the brain, how is
it possible to create an exact living
replica of it?
“I wanted to model the brain
because we didn’t understand it,”
Markram said. “The best way to
figure out how something works
is to try to build it from scratch.”
The basis of his supercomputer
is modeled after the neocortical
column of a two-week-old rat,
which is a minimal portion of
the brain housing about 10,000
neurons, connected by 30 million
synapses. These columns, by the
thousands, are the foundation of the
cortex, which is only 2 millimeters
long and 0.5 millimeters wide,
and specialize in tasks such as
recognizing colors. It has taken
about three years to collect enough
data on the neurological processes
of the brain to create a design.
After building the neurocortical
column, the team subjected the
model to electrical impulses, like
those that the brain of a rat would
normally experience. The Blue
Brain reacted to these jolts with
a natural response: the neurons
sent out impulses of their own,
the hair-like dendrites prepared to

receive the message and the cells
fit together following implanted
genetic instructions.
“This all happened on its own,”
Markram said. “It was entirely
spontaneous.”
Although the entirety of the
brain has yet to be modeled, the fact
that this small part works exactly
and as naturally as the brain holds
limitless possibilities for the study
of the mind.
Markram goes as far as to suggest
that as he develops the brain, it
may develop a self-consciousness
of it’s own. “Consciousness is just
a massive amount of information
being exchanged by trillions of
brain cells. If you can precisely
model that information, then I
don’t know why you wouldn’t be
able to generate a conscious mind,”
he said.
Aside from actually completing
the model by adding the rest of
the brain to the supercomputer,
one obstacle it faces is the lag
in technology. Markram says a
computer the size of many football
fields would be needed to sustain
a model of such capabilities and
would require $3 billion to power
per year.
By 2030, it is speculated that
this brain will be fully functional
and will simulate every portion
of the human brain. Hopefully,
this robot brain will not bring our
worst fantastic fears to life and only
contribute to the betterment of
science.
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The key to joy
is in your DNA
BY NGA VU

sity of Nice, France are trying to
develop a new generation of anIs happiness coded in your tidepressants. They have created
DNA? Researchers from the Uni- “happy” mice by cutting out the
versity of Edinburgh, UK and the genes attributed to the disorder.
Queensland Institute of Medical These “knock-out” mice were then
Research in Brisbane, Australia say tested for depression. The experiment was successful. The mice act“yes.”
The researchers tested the per- ed as if they had been treated with
sonalities and well being of 973 antidepressants for at least three
twins. Most identical twins, whose weeks.
Another team of researchers
genes are exactly the same, have
very similar characteristics and are at the National Institute of Mental
equally satisfied with their lives. Health near Washington D.C. indeOnly half of the fraternal twins, pendently did a study, which sugtwins who were born at the same gested that humans might have a
time but have different genes, have gene that protects against the disorsimilar characteristics to their sib- der. The team looked at the genes of
lings. The study concluded that people who were mentally healthy
genes affect our personality traits, but came from families that had a
and they, in turn, have an effect on high rate of depression. Their genes
carried similar traits in one region
our happiness.
People who were born with on Chromosome 4.
“Current medications for clinidepressive genes need not worry,
however, because about half of our cal depression are ineffective for a
happiness does come from exter- third of patients, which is why the
nal factors such as relationships, development of alternate treathealth and lifestyle. Everyone has ments is so important,” said Dr.
a threshold for happiness, and Debonnel of McGill University.
However, opponents of these
those who have a lower threshold
often stay positive in the face of studies have voiced their protest.
adversity. This means that if you One of their concerns is that geset your threshold or expectations netic engineering to manipulate
about life lower, you will feel bet- emotion may pave the wave for tinter. People who are calm, outgoing kering with the genes of our future
and reliable also tend to be better generations. Prospective parents
off. These characteristics help build will have the choice of making their
children incurably optimistic
a reserve of happiness that we
and happy on any occacan utilize during hard
sion, or in other words,
times. A researcher rehave their heads in the
marks that in the long
clouds all the time.
term, your friends will
Other parents can opt
make you more content
for drugs that can make
than income, so work on
their kids calm, outgoyour relationships to be
ing and confident. The
a happier person.
opponents also lament
With the “happy
that such meddling
genes” theory
shows us how
in
hand,
little
power
scientists
we may have
at McGill
in the future
U n i over
our
versity,
own hapCanada
piness and
and the
free will.
UniverILLUSTRATED BY DUSTIN WINEGAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Oil overboard
BY YANA POLIKARPOV
CONTIRBUTING WRITER

In this day and age of
globalization, you may wonder
how we get goods across to
different countries. The marine
shipping industry carries over 90
percent of the world’s merchandise
by volume. These cargo ships use
a cheap fuel that is increasing the
pollution emitted into our oceans.
According to the International
Council on Clean Transportation,
ships release more sulfur dioxide,
than all of the world’s motor
vehicles combined.
The same study also shows that
in 2005, the ships produced about
27 percent of the world’s smog
causing nitrogen oxide emissions.
This fuel is cost effective, averaging
at $505.50 per metric ton, which
is less than two-thirds the cost of
more refined marine gas oil.
The cheap fuel that these ships
use, called bunker fuel, produce an
especially noxious exhaust. Bunker
fuel is a “tar-like sludge” left over
from refining oil, and this stuff, raw
and unheated, has the consistency
of asphalt.
A fleet manager at Torm, a
Copenhagen-based
shipping
company, said, “You can walk on
it.” This is the same substance that
is pumped into the diesel engines of
these enormous ships and spewed
into our oceans.
The
International
Bunker
Industry Association projects that

sulfur dioxide emissions from
shipping based sources will surpass
those of land based emissions in
the next two decades. The question
is what has been done so far.
The International Maritime
Organization passed a 4.5 percent
limit on the amount of sulfur
allowed in marine fuel in 2005. This
has been the strongest move so far.
California has created stricter
guidelines for ships within 25 miles
off its shores, and other nations
such as Sweden and Germany,
declared the Baltic Sea a special
zone where the sulfur content is
capped at 1.5 percent.
The forecast for our seas? Even
a decrease of 30 percent carbon
emissions from these ships could
be offset by the world’s expanding
fleets. Many ideas for alternative
power to fuel engines include using
the sun, wind and waves.
It is up to organizations
like the United Nations and
the
International
Maritime
Organization to cause change in
legislation and improve standards
for international shipping.
The World Wildlife Fund
is working to protect marine
ecosystems in the heaviest used
shipping lanes, to which much of
this pollution is confined.
In the end, this problem may
never be resolved due to the cost
effectiveness of bunker fuel and the
costliness of cleanup. It seems that
the cost of globalization is global
pollution.
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Real life hobbits
BY JOHN MORONI

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In 2004, a group of researchers
unearthed some very interesting
fossils on the Indonesian island
of Flores. These bones were considered to be that of an undiscovered human species. Their bone
structure had striking similarities
to those of humans, but gleaming
differences such as a diminutive
height of barely three feet tall.
In this past month, a group of
Australian scientists released speculative reports that these “hobbit”
fossils may in fact not be a new human species, but human dwarfs.
The researchers, Dr. Peter
Obendorf from the School of Applied Science at RMIT University,
the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology, and colleagues, compared the skulls of the fossils discovered in the Liang Bua Caves of
Indonesia with modern human
skulls. They found that the possible
new species was actually human,
and the “dwarfism” was attributed
to growth disorders brought about
by a nutritional, particularly iodine,
deficiency.
The excitement brought about
by the possibility of a new species entering the animal kingdom
should not have to die down just
yet. Many researchers across Australia have debunked this speculative report that claim that these
fossils are 18,000 years old human
dwarfs. They argue that the comparison was not creditable because
no significant examination was
done on the original fossils, and
just a comparison of skulls is not
adequate because they are only a
fraction of the total body.
These researchers, many of them
who are acclaimed professors, believe that since the skull is only one
part of the fossil, there needs to be

DSC.DISCOVERY.COM

further examination done in order
to allow their dwarf speculation to
be seriously evaluated. Until then,
its just speculation based off of no
solid facts.
Scientists from the initial discovery are hoping to settle everything by excavating more of these
“hobbits” that have sufficient
amounts of testable DNA to verify
their claims once and for all.
The grapefruit-sized skulls,
found by Australian and Indonesian researchers, are said to have
lived amongst pygmy elephants
and komodo dragons. Along with
the fossils, scientists found stone
tools such as blades, perforators,
points, and other cutting utensils.
The original skeleton was a female
who stood at just 1 meter, or 3.3 feet
tall, weighed about 55 pounds, and
was about 30 years old at the time of
her death. These skeletons, named
Homo Floresienses (after the island),
is the most deviant human stucture
ever discovered. “To find that as recently as perhaps 13,000 years ago,
there was another upright, bipedal

— although small-brained — creature walking the planet at the same
time as modern humans is as exciting as it was unexpected,” said Peter Brown, a paleoanthropologist
at the University of New England in
New South Wales, Australia.
The fantastical figure of a “hobbit” associated in our culture as a
short, jovial creature from the fictional “Lord of the Rings” series,
may soon become real.
In addition to ongoing scientific
research and expeditions, there
have been legends and first-hand
descriptions of unrecognizable
bi-pedal creatures wandering the
misty, remote forests of Indonesia
for hundreds of years.
These creatures are called the
“Orang Pendek” by locals and are
described as standing upright, being two to four feet tall with motor
movements similar to that of humans. These legendary stories of
mysterious creatures, along with
current scientific expeditions, show
how curious we are to see what has
been and is living among us.
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A future addition to the Hall of Fame?
BY ROSIE GENAO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Outside the entrance to the
Athletics Recreation Center, there
is a wall dedicated to Baruch’s
Hall of Fame with plaques of
past student-athletes who have
broken records and have been at
the forefront of their respective
sports. In years to come, students
can expect to see a picture of one
of their very own peers on that
wall. Likewise, Baruch can opt for
reserving the space now for the
all-star captain of the volleyball
team, two-time Most Valuable
Player and now National Sports
Import/AVCA Player of the Week,
Danial Levent.
“I couldn’t believe it at first,”
said Levent. “To win a national
player of the week award was never something that I thought about
because I never really thought I
was good enough.”
This Queens native has been
playing volleyball for seven years
now, both at the high school and
collegiate level. He earned the
title of Most Valuable Player two
times in high school and was
named to First Team All Queens
in his senior year.
Now, at the collegiate level,
Levent has earned the MVP title
in the past two seasons and is undoubtedly poised to take on the
title for a third time. Earlier in his

college career, Levent was also on
the basketball team; but several
injuries led him to dedicate himself solely to volleyball.
Head Coach Allison Gunther,
who had originally expected this
season to be one of rebuilding, is
not only pleased that it has gone
so well but also that one of her
very own was named for a national award. “I was really excited and
proud of him and my team,” she
said. “It’s great that our program
was nationally recognized for the
first time.”
For Gunther, it is crystal clear
why Levent received the award:
his strengths lie in hitting and
blocking and, moreover, he is
a strong passer and defender.
“Danny is a natural[ly] quiet leader, leading mostly by example,”
Gunther said. “He is an incredible
asset to our team because he is
such a well-rounded player.”
Levent credits much of his success to his former coach, Justin
Stack, who is now coaching the
men’s volleyball team at Hunter
College, Baruch’s archrivals. “He
taught me the game very well, and
put in a lot of time and heart to
training me and my teammates,”
said Levent. “He helped me take
my game to another level.” In
the upcoming off-season, Levent
looks forward to learning more
from Stack.
Stack, who admitted to being

teary-eyed when he heard of Levent’s award, said, “I couldn’t believe that in that great success he
thought about me it was an honor
for me to even be a part of that.”
According to Stack, Levent could
have gone on to compete at the
Division I level, but he remained
loyal to his team at Baruch.
Above all, Levent thanks Gunther. “She took the job [when] no
one else did and has allowed [the
team] to play the game that we
love,” he explained.
Levent, who is a finance major,
looks forward to a career in the
financial services industry after
Baruch. Nonetheless, volleyball
will remain close to his heart for
he also aspires to coach volleyball
or play professionally in Europe.
This all-star volleyball player,
who is cited for bringing a “winning attitude with high expectations” to the court everyday, has
certainly raised the bar for his
teammates and the CUNY Athletics Conference as a whole. In volleyball, one man cannot take over
the sport, but Levent has ironically been dominating this season.
With the award of National
Sports Import/AVCA Player of the
Week, Levent is responsible for
putting Baruch volleyball on the
map. As former head coach, Justin Stack says, and as many on the
team know, “For Danial, the sky is
the limit.”
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“Iron-Man” sets off into the sunset

CBSNEWS.COM

Brett Farve tearfully said goodbye to fans his fans on Tuesday, March 4.

n Legendary

quarterback, Brett
Farve, retires after
17 seasons
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
USG CORRESPONDENT

From his cameo appearance
as one of Cameron Diaz’s many
male suitors in the comedy There’s
something About Mary to his 17 illustrious seasons as quarterback
of the Green Bay Packers, Brett
Favre has always been in the spotlight. However, on Tuesday, March
4, the “Iron-Man” of the National
Football League stepped into the
spotlight for the last time after announcing his retirement marking a
sad day for fans worldwide. Known
for his gritty toughness, memorable
two-minute drives and rocket-arm,
Favre attracted fans from anywhere
and everywhere, especially those
from Green Bay, Wisconsin, a city
he had called home for the past 16
years.
A consummate professional
and team player, Favre was capable of bringing out the best in
his teammates. In spite of the serious nature and stress involved
in playing the game, Favre always
left both his teammates and some-

times his opponents laughing at
his uncanny ability and agility. His
work ethic, commitment to football
and passion for the game were unmatched.
When asked about his decision
to retire in his final press conference, Favre said, “There’s no doubt
I can still play. I just don’t think I
want to, and that’s all there is to
it.” Whether that was Favre’s sole
reason to retire from the game, we
may never know. However, it was
definitely a tough decision to make
for a player who lived and breathed
football.
After being drafted as the 33rd
pick in the second round of the
1991 NFL draft by the Atlanta Falcons, no one could have anticipated such an astounding career for a
player whose very first pass in the
NFL resulted in a touchdown (for
the other team.) After one year in
Atlanta, he was traded to Green
Bay.
Following a devastating injury
to starting quarterback Don Majkowski, (a blessing in disguise) the
Green Bay Packers had no choice
but to give number four an opportunity. Four hundred and forty two
touchdowns and 61,655 passing
yards later, Favre is on his way to
locking up a first ballot win to the
NFL Hall of Fame.
The accolades do not end there.
Favre is the only player with three
Associated Press Most Valuable

Player awards from ’95 to ’97. He
holds the record for the most consecutive games ever played (253)
by a quarterback. He won a Super
Bowl championship in Super Bowl
XXXI by defeating the New England Patriots. But, ironically, for all
Favre’s accolades his final play will
be remembered as an interception,
a pass intended for wide receiver
Donald Driver that landed into the
awaiting hands of New York Giants
cornerback Corey Webster.
Considering Favre’s competitive
nature, one would have assumed
that Green Bay’s folk hero would
have given his career one more
year, after coming within one game
of the Super Bowl this past season.
But during his final press conference, an emotional Favre said, “All
good things must come to an end.”

DAILYMAIL.COM

Brett Farve left the NFL on a high note as he broke Dan Marino’s touchdown record.
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SCHEDULE
Baseball
3/18 — Jersey City @ Baruch, 3:30 p.m.
3/22 — Baruch @ Vassar, 1 p.m.
3/27 — Polytechnic @ Baruch, 3:30 p.m.
3/29 — John Jay @ Baruch, Noon
3/30 — Baruch @ John Jay, Noon

Men’s Tennis
3/18 — Baruch @ Drew, 4:30 p.m.
3/21 — Baruch @ Ramapo, 1 p.m.
3/22 — Rutgers @ Baruch, 1 p.m.
3/25 — King’s Point @ Baruch, 4 p.m.
Men’s Volleyball
3/20 — Cooper Union @ Baruch, 7 p.m.
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Baruch’s one win wonders

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Third Baseman, David Chestnut, gave the Bearcats offensive support in their sole victory.

n Baseball team
wins one out of six
games during spring
training in Florida
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Imagine that you are in sunny
Cocoa Beach, Fla. right now. The
sun is shinning, the waves are
crashing against the shore, and the

only thing you’re thinking about is
baseball. Although this idea may
seem farfetched, it is a reality for the
Baruch baseball team who opened
their season playing six games in
six days in the Sunshine State.
Unfortunately, during this
dream vacation for the Bearcats,
the quality of play has been a nightmare. In the first four games in Cocoa Beach, Baruch was 0-4 with a
combined score of 18-50, a dismal
.240 BA and a ballooned 9.25 ERA.
But on Monday, March 10, the
Bearcats finally got over the hump
and recorded their first win of the

season over Oneonta State, who
they lost to 16-2 the game before, 42. As was the case most of last season, Baruch jumped on the back
of all-star pitcher/outfielder, Greg
Polius and asked him to lead them
to victory.
Polius pitched a complete game
gem allowing only two runs on seven hits while striking out nine, taking a no-hitter into the fifth inning.
Although Polius was pitching well,
he was being matched pitch for
pitch by Oneonta State ace Patrick
Conners, both producing shut-outs
into the sixth inning.

Oneonta State broke the scoreless tie by scoring a run in the sixth
on a RBI double by first baseman
Ryan Myers with two outs.
With Myers in scoring position rookie outfielder, John Avona,
saved at least one run from scoring on a spectacular diving catch to
end the inning.In the bottom of the
frame, Baruch answered back with
a run of their own on a RBI single by
second baseman Juan Adorno.
The 1-1 tie stood at the bottom
of the eighth inning until Baruch
caught fire. With the bases loaded
and nobody out Polius delivered

the go ahead two-RBI single that
would put the Bearcats on top for
good. Third baseman David Chestnut delivered an insurance run later in the inning with a sac fly.
Despite a late rally by Oneonta
State, Polius shut the door to cement the 4-2 victory. Baruch ended
the road trip with a loss, however,
losing to Clarion 19-4 on Tuesday.
Hopefully, things will get better
for these Bearcats when they return
to the tri-state area for their next
away game against New Jersey City
in the Garden State on Tuesday,
March 18.

Spring Fever: Yanks and Mets report to camp
Spring has sprung … or at least
it has in Tampa and Port St. Lucie.
In mid-February the Yankees and
Mets packed their bags, grabbed
their gloves and reported to their
respective spring training sights
to prepare for an optimistic 2008
season.
With the Mets being credited
with one of the biggest debacles
in baseball history, and Yankees
starter Chien-Ming Wang’s disappointing post-season appearances,
one can only hope that last season
is just a far and distant memory
for the Yankees, the Mets and their
fans. That is the great thing about
sports: you get to start each season
over with a clean slate.
Spring training is a place to
utilize trial and error and iron out
the creases. It is also a place where

newly acquired players become
accustomed to the fundamentals and expectation of their new
team.
Although Joba Chamberlain is
no stranger to New York or the Yankees organization, this year marks
his first time at Yankees spring
training. The burning question
that seems to be on everybody’s
mind from Joe Girardi seems to
be: reliever or starter?
A statement made by Team
Manager Girardi on Yankees.com
would undoubtedly lead fans to
believe that the Yankees see a career in Chamberlain as a starter.
Girardi said, “The goal is to get
him to be a complete pitcher. We
envision him as a starter.” Joba has
the most effective fastball that the
Yankees have seen in a long time.

Not to take advantage of that in
tough, mid-game situations with
the opposing 3-4-5 hitters coming to bat would be a very foolish
mistake on the Yankees’ part. On
the other hand,
there are many
who speculate
that Chamberlain could be
the next closer
for the Yankees
when Mariano
Rivera hangs
STEFANIE SPARACCIO
up his jersey.
Bearcat Prowler
Although Yankees fans wish that Rivera was immortal, the odds of that actually
happening are virtually impossible. Only time will tell the fate of
the young pitcher.
Across Tampa into central-east

Florida, the Mets have been keeping busy for the past month at Port
St. Lucie.
The Mets, winning the award
for 2008 blockbuster signing of the
year, have high expectations for
their new ace, Johan Santana, and
rightfully so.
The two-time Cy Young Award
winner was acquired by the Mets
from the Minnesota Twins in an
early February deal, which, according to a Mets.com press release, is “the largest contract for
a pitcher in the history of Major
League Baseball.”
The left-hander will receive
close to $23 million a year through
2013 with a 2014 club option. No
pitcher has ever been offered the
parameters of this exclusive contract.

Although Santana gave up
three earned runs in his spring
training debut against the Cardinals on Thursday, Feb. 29, he
pitched a stellar performance
against the Red Sox on Monday,
March 10. With no earned runs
and only four hits in four innings
pitched, Santana seemed to have
sent a subliminal message to the
Red Sox: you had your chance.
With the Yankees opting out
of the trade rumors early and the
Red Sox not willing to concede to
Santana’s potential contract, the
Mets swept up the offer. Whether
Santana will be the Mets’ No. 1
starter has yet to be determined,
but according to teammate Pedro
Martinez, he wouldn’t mind taking a back seat to Johan.
Let the games begin.

